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Preface
The development of the wind energy has been influenced essentially by international
discussions on climate and energy resources. To meet the political aims of CO2
reduction the wind energy will play a key role. Large scale deployment of offshore
wind energy begins as well as the global demand on wind turbines rises
continuously, leading already to supply shortfalls of wind turbines. The prospected
installation of hundreds of GW in the next decades is not only big challenge for
research and development but also for our education system to supply sufficient
skilled experts.
This forth annual report of ForWind will give information about the organisation of
ForWind and in addition a chronicle of the year 2007. The report will mainly focus on
the broad research activities, which have been performed in fundamental research
projects as well as in close cooperation with industry, e.g. by means of the so-called
ForWind development projects. These development projects are aimed at the
transfer of fundamental research to industrial application. Besides the financial
support of the federal state of Niedersachsen / Lower Saxony (Ministry of Science
and Culture as well as of the "Niedersächsische Vorab der Volkswagen-Stiftung”). In
the last year important new research activities could be lanced by the support of the
European Commission, by the Federal Ministry for the Environment (BMU) and by
DFG. In particular, we are leading one and are involved in another four projects of
RAVE, which is the largest national research project of BMU at the Offshore Wind
Energy test field alpha ventus. We also see an increased number of direct industry
cooperations.
Based on the performed research on wind energy, ForWind could contribute to
several national and international meetings. The international visibility has also been
confirmed by the selection of two ForWind members into the European Wind Energy
Technology Platform. This platform works out a strategic research agenda.
To customize the growing demand in skilled experts we are planning to launch
additional M.Sc. studies on wind energy engineering, which shall be based on a
B.Sc. degree in civil, mechanical or electrical engineering. Wing, Germany´s first
academic further education studies particularly for the wind energy industry, became
a successful initiative. The high demand for qualified employees from the wind
industry and the successful termination of the first course led to a promising start of
the second course. The course for 2007/2008 is fully booked with 24 participants.
This education program of ForWind received the 2nd “NordWest Award”.
The spokesmen want to express their gratitude to the federal state of Niedersachsen
/ Lower Saxony for the financial support and furthermore their cordial thanks to the
advisory board as well as to the project partners in science and industry and all staff
members for the fruitful cooperation.
Prof. Dr. Joachim Peinke

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Raimund Rolfes

Spokesman

Vice-Spokesman
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1 Organisation
ForWind combines the research activities in the field of wind energy of the
universities of Oldenburg and Hannover. The administrative office of ForWind is
located in Oldenburg.
Since 2006 a formal agreement of both universities exists to form a corporate
research center as a joint institution.

1.1 Research Institutes
Research activities are done in the following institutes:
Carl von Ossietzky University Oldenburg:
• Institute of Physics - Energy and Semiconductor Research Laboratory
• Institute of Physics - Hydrodynamics and Wind Energy
Leibniz Universität Hannover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Institute for Steel Construction
Institute of Fluid Mechanics and Computer Applications in Civil Engineering
Institute of Electric Power Systems
Institute for Structural Analysis
Institute of Soil Mechanics, Foundation Engineering and Waterpower Engineering
Institute of Building Materials
Institute of Concrete Construction
Institute for Drive Systems and Power Electronics

1.2 Associated Members of ForWind
• Endowed Chair of Wind Energy, University of Stuttgart
• Institute for Soil Mechanics, Foundation Engineering, Rock Mechanics and Tunneling, University of Duisburg-Essen

1.3 Steering Committee
The Steering Committee of ForWind consists of four heads of enlisted institutes and
the Managing Director:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter Schaumann (Spokesman until end of 2007)
Prof. Dr. Joachim Peinke (Vice Spokesman and Managing Director, since 2008
Spokesman)
Dr. Detlev Heinemann
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Raimund Rolfes (since 2008 Vice Spokesman)
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1.4 Advisory Board
Jos Beurskens

Energy research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN)
& Europäische Wind Energie Agentur (EWEA)

Dr. Jörg Buddenberg

EWE AG

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Günther Clauss

Technische Universität Berlin

Michael Freisen

Hochtief Construction AG

Prof. Dr. Klaus Hulek

Leibniz Universität Hannover

Jens-Peter Molly

Deutsches Windenergie-Institut (DEWI)

Prof. Dr. Matthias Niemeyer

Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung GmbH

Prof. Dr. Jürgen Schmid

Institut für Solare Energieversorgungstechnik e.V.
(ISET)

Prof. Dr. Uwe Schneidewind

Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg

Dr. Hans Schroeder

Niedersächsisches Ministerium für Wissenschaft
und Kultur

Matthias Schubert

REpower Systems AG
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2 List of Activities
2.1 Research Projects (RP)
I

Turbulence Modeling and Turbulence Interaction

II

Offshore Meteorology

III

Wind Power Forecasting and Grid Integration

IV

Environmental Loads on Offshore Wind Energy Converters

V

Fatigue Assessment of Support Structures of Offshore Wind Energy Conversion Systems

VI

Condition Monitoring and Damage Detection on Structures of Offshore Wind
Turbines Using Measured Modal Quantities

VII

Modeling Soil-Structure-Interaction for Offshore Wind Energy Plants

VIII

Grid Integration of Offshore Wind Energy Parks

IX

Integrated Modeling of Offshore WEC

2.2 Transfer & Development Projects
E1-07:

Evaluation of a Measurement Technique for Damage Detection on Rotor
Blades of Offshore Wind Turbines

E2-07:

Increase in Preload of Bolts in Joints of Wind Turbines by Application of the
DISCTM

E3-07:

Harmonic Behaviour and Thermal Load in the Rotor Winding of Doubly Fed
Induction Generators for Wind Turbines

E4-07:

Turbulence Correction of Cup Anemometers

2.3 Other Projects
In 2007 finalized Projects
• Partner in the EU-Project ‘Pushing Offshore Wind Energy Regions’ (POWER)
• Symposium Decentralised Energy Systems
Running Projects
• Decentralized Energy Management (DEMS) Project – Wind Power and Load
Forecast
• POW’WOW - Prediction of Waves, Wakes and Offshore Wind
• ModObs
• Postgraduate Continuing Studies Programme “Wind Energy Technology and
Management”
6
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• ForWind Course of Lectures
• EU Study on GIL Application to Connect Offshore Wind Farms
• GIGAWIND plus (further information at www.gigawind.de)
• GROW - GRouted connections for Offshore Wind turbine Structures
• WISENT - Wissensnetz Energiemeteorologie
New Projects
• EU
•

Safe Wind Wind Power Forecasting

• DFG
•
•

Offshore WAKES - Offshore LES of Atmospheric Boundary Layer
Fatigue of UHPC - DFG SPP1182

• BMU
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WiFo - Grid Integration Offshore – Windfarms
GIGAWIND alpha ventus – Holistic Design Concepts
Development and Testing of an Innovative Pile System for Offshore Wind
Energy Converters
RAVE (research at alpha ventus) Organisation of the Kick-off-Symposium
OWEA - Verfication of Offshore Wind Turbines
Lidar – Wind Measurements for Offshore Testfarms (alpha ventus)
OGOWin - Optimization of Disarrayed Foundation Structures
Sensor Networks on Rotor Blades
Hydrosound II: Assessment of Hydroacoustic Emission
Hydrosound III: Investigation of Measures for Hydrosound Reduction
QuantAS Quantification of Water Mass Transformation
Fino 3 - Realization of Measures for Hydrosound Reduction
Reinforced Concrete Foundations for Offshore Wind Turbines
German Windmonitor: Characterization and Prediction of the Wind Field

Industry Projects
•

DIBt - Experimental Determination of S-N-Curves for High Strength Bolts M48
under Different Loading Conditions

•

AIF - Fatigue Design of High Strength Steel Bolts with Large Diameter

•

Stiftung Industrieforschung : High-performance Concrete

• Model Tests on the Development of Gapping between Soil and Foundation of
Wind Energy Converters under Cyclic Loads
• .DEWI – Wind Tunnel
• Frötek – Study on the Power Performance of Small Wind Turbines
• GE – Power Curves
• Siemens Wind Power – Aerodynamics
• BARD – Hydroacoustic Levels for Offshore Testfarms
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2.4 Further Activities
The proceedings of the Euromech Colloquium - Wind Energy (2005) has been
published. The book contains the peer-reviewed articles of the conference
contributions.

Peinke, J., Schaumann, P., Barth, S., (eds): Wind Energy, Proceedings of the
Euromech Colloquium, Springer Berlin 2007

8
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3 Chronicle 2007

Jan, 9th
Feb, 15th-16th
Mar, 20th-21th
Mar, 22nd-23rd
April, 15th- 20th
April, 16th-20th
April, 18th
April, 24th
April, 24th
April, 26th

May, 5th-6th
May, 7th-10th
June 1st
June, 10th-17th
July, 5th-6th

July, 16th-20th
Aug, 21st
Aug, 28th–31st
Aug, 30th
Sept, 10th-14th

Extension of ForWind Competence Center 2007/2008
Decentralised Energy Systems (AER – assembly of
european regions) Oldenburg
Conference “Wind Energy Market in Poland” of the Polish
Wind Energy Association (PWEA), Warsaw, Poland
Deutsches EAWE PhD Seminar/Board Meeting, Hannover
European Geoscience Union (EGU) General Assembly,
Vienna, Austria
Hannover Messe 2007: information about
“Weiterbildendes Studium Windenergietechnik und
-management”
5. GIGAWIND Symposium in Hannover
3rd meeting of Advisory Board in Hannover
parlamentary dinner debate organized by VDE of Lower
Saxony, Hannover,
Participation at the Meeting for the preparation of the SAC
(Scientific Advisory Committee) Report concerning the use
of Ensemble Prediction System Products for Wind Power
Prediction & Early Warning Signals for Wind Extreme
Events; ECMWF, Reading, U.K
Participation at the job fair “Jobmesse Oldenburg”
European Wind Energy Conference (EWEC), Milano, Italy
course of the further education programme “Wind Energy
Technology and Management” has ended
Mathematical Tools for Complex Systems in Science and
Technology
Jobmesse Erneuerbare Energien, Gelsenkirchen:
Participation at the job fair. Organisation of the workshop
on perspectives of qualification in wind energy sector
together with Windenergie-Agentur Bremerhaven/Bremen
e.V.
GAMM, Gesellschaft für Angewandte Mathematik und
Mechanik
Visit of Ronald Pofalla , the Secretary General of
CDU,.ForWind (Ol)
Second Conference on the Science of Making Torque
from Wind (TWIND), Copenhagen, Denmark
2nd course of the further education programme “Wind
Energy Technology and Management” begins
Deutsch Östereichisch Schweizerische
Meteorologentagung (DACH), Hamburg
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Sept, 18th–21st

Sept, 24th–Dec, 21st
Sept, 28th
Oct., 1st–5th

Oct., 6th-14th
Oct., 9th
Oct, 10th-11th
Oct, 13th-14th
Oct, 29th
Nov, 22nd
Nov, 23rd-24th
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Participation at the joint stand of the Oldenburger Energiecluster. Participation at the job fair HusumWind
career
Organisation of the workshop on qualification possibilities
in wind energy sector together with Windenergie-Agentur
Bremerhaven/Bremen e.V..
Visiting scientist at European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), Reading, U.K.
Formation of ForWind GmbH
7th EMS (European Meteorological Society) Annual
Meeting / 8th European Conference on Applications of
Meteorology (ECAM), Oct 2007, San Lorenzo de El
Escorial, Spain
Ideen Expo Hannover
EAWE Board Meeting in Pamplona
EAWE PhD Seminar in Pamplona
TPWind First General Assembly, Brussels
( 2 representatives from ForWind)
2. general meeting (Mitgliederversammlung) in Oldenburg
Nordwest Award 2007: The further studies programme
“Weiterbildendes Studium Windenergietechnik und –
management” wins second place
1st meeting of alumni of the further studies programme
“Weiterbildendes Studium Windenergietechnik und –
management”.
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4 Research Projects (RP)
4.1 Turbulence Modeling and Turbulence Interaction (RP I)
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Mathias Hoelzer, Michael Hölling, Gerrit Wolken-Möhlmann, Pascal Knebel, Julia
Gottschall, Edgar Anahua, Stephan Barth, Joachim Peinke

Description
The main topics of the research of 2007 in this project were:
•
•
•

Developments of new robust and high resolving anemometers
Wind turbulence interaction – dynamic stall
Turbulence influence on the power production

As will be shown in the following in details, good progress has been achieved in all
topics. The topic of wind field modeling is now taken up in the application of modeling
the rotor dynamics – see report TP IX, from which now on loads are calculated.
The research on anemometers started one year ago. Last year promising results for
turbulence corrections for cup anemometer were reported, what led to a new
cooperation with an industrial partner, see corresponding report in Transfer and
Development projects. This year we extended the research to new types of wind
anemometers, in applying our sensor research, which has been started about 15
years ago in another context. In the meantime we are asked to use and to adapt our
sensor also for Fino 3 offshore measurements.
The wind tunnel experiments have been continued. The stall results will be used in
the next time for the rotor model and load estimations. The precisions of the sensors
have been improved and in addition an active grid has been constructed, which
enables us now to generate wind fields with designed turbulent features. Thus we
can simulate experimentally intermittent and gusty wind fields in our wind tunnel,
which are similar to real wind fields. With colleagues from the wind energy group of
Imperial College (London) we try to achieve with this approach a new quality of
atmospheric wind tunnels.
The understanding and stochastic modeling of the impact of high frequency
turbulence on the power production of a wind turbine has become a nice success.
Based on advanced data series analysis, we are now able to characterize the
performance of wind turbines independent of different wind conditions. The methods
were mainly developed and improved by us. This method seems to be appropriate
also for the overall monitoring of the performance of a wind turbine, thus it is of
interest for monitoring offshore wind turbines. We seem to be able (from first results)
to proof changes in the power performance of a wind turbine of already only one or
two percent.
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Activities
Wind data modeling
In previous years modelling of turbulent wind fields has been one major research
topic in this project. A classification scheme to characterize wind turbulences beyond
the turbulence degree by intermittency and gust statistics has been published in [1].
The numerical modelling of wind fields as results of this basic research on continuous
time random walks could be successfully integrated and applied in research project
IX (Part B: Modeling of dynamic loads on wind turbines) during this year.
Development of a new anemometer type - the sphere anemometer
Motivated by the well-known problems of cup anemometry (cf. section 5.10 (EP4-07
turbulence correction of cup anemometers)) on the one hand and the fragility of hotwire sensors on the other hand, the sphere anemometer was developed as a new
simple and robust sensor for wind velocity measurements without moving parts [2].
This type of anemometer uses the light pointer principle to detect the deflection of a
bending tube caused by the drag force acting on a sphere mounted at its top, cf.
Figure 1. Thus, wind speed and direction can be detected simultaneously.

Figure 1: Principle of the sphere anemometer

Figure 2: Experimental setup, showing the measuring unit with
laser, beam splitter and detector

Experiments under turbulent flow conditions were carried out comparing the sphere
anemometer with a cup anemometer and a hot-wire anemometer as a reference.
Wind tunnel measurements were taken under two different conditions: First, a gust
generator was used to produce velocity fluctuations, and second, the wind velocity
was measured in the turbulent wake of a cylinder. It turned out that the sphere
anemometer provides a better time resolution and accuracy than cup anemometry,
see figure 3.

12
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Figure 3: Power spectra of data taken in the wake of a cylinder with a diameter of 7cm with hotwire(grey), sphere (black) and cup anemometer (dashed). The arrows indicate the Karman vortex
frequency (1), the -5/3-slope (2) and the natural frequency of the sphere anemometer (3).

With these results, the sphere anemometer is a promising fast alternative to cup
anemometry. Using the light pointer principle, the sensor has no moving parts
requiring maintenance, thus this anemometer will have advantages for offshore
applications. The temporal resolution of the sphere anemometer is limited by its
natural frequency, which can be adjusted by using different tube materials and sizes.
Up to this frequency (in our actual prototype 100Hz), the measurement data is in
good agreement with hot-wire data.
Based on this measuring technique even a higher resolving anemometer has been
developed, which could be tested successfully in a snow wind tunnel and thus is in
diecussion to be used for Fino 3 as a very robust anemometer with very high
resolution [3].
Wind tunnel measurements: Dynamic Stall Measurements and Active Grid
One major part of the wind tunnel
measurements is the study of
unsteady aerodynamics on airfoils.
In contrast to steady flow situations,
varying angles of attack (AoA) make
the forces acting on an airfoil hard
to predict. These AoA can be
generated by turbulences, blade
fluttering, etc.
Models for the behavior of wind
turbine blades under varying AoA
are still derived from helicopter
aerodynamics, but could hardly be
verified. This is due to a lack of
measurements under conditions
comparable to those of wind turbine
operation.

Figure 1: Closed test section of the wind tunnel. The test airfoil can be
seen in the middle of the tunnel, the two lines of pressure sensors on the
transparent sidewalls.
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In the wind tunnel of the University of Oldenburg the lift forces on airfoils are
measured via the pressure distribution over the wind tunnel walls [4,5]. As a recent
improvement the pressure sensors attached to the walls were enhanced to a higher
sensitivity and a better signal-to-noise ratio. For a more detailed knowledge of the
dynamical behavior of the point of flow separation, additional pressure sensors were
installed inside the airfoil.

Figure 2: Airfoil with pressure sensors.

§

Figure 3: Active grid, mounted in the wind tunnel outlet.

For a better synchronization of the acquired input data from the different kinds of
sensors, the existing system was replaced by a PXI-Measurement System.
The construction of an active controlled grid was completed, which includes the
structural design as well as the control of the 16 stepping-motors. Goal of this grid is
the simulation of atmospheric wind fields in the wind tunnel, especially the
intermittent behaviour of turbulent statistics. First measurements have proven the
possibility of creating the desired effects on the turbulence characteristics, thus we
are now able in our wind tunnel to simulate experimentally wind fields with correct
intermittent statistics including short time gusts. This is to our knowledge unique.
Analysis of power characteristics / Dynamical power curve estimation
One of the main characteristics of wind as an energy source is its variability in space
and time. For physical reasons the power of the wind is proportional to the wind
velocity cubed. Therefore variations of the wind velocity can lead to very large
fluctuations in power. For a genuine estimation of energy output and for a reduction
of fluctuations within the electrical grid it is indispensable to understand the influence
of turbulence on wind turbine power characteristics. This knowledge can then be
used to determine power curves not only more accurate but also much faster as it is
commonly done.

14
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the dynamical power output as function of wind speed for several different sample paths (fine lines) with
typically 4 s duration. In addition, the stationary power curve (thick line) is shown. (cf. [6])

Based on our considerations about turbulence effects on wind power conversion we
have introduced a method to determine the power characteristic of a wind turbine
that is more efficient and more accurate than the standard method due to IEC 6140012. The developed method is based on the theory of Langevin processes, describing
the response of the wind turbine on the fluctuating wind as a stochastic process. For
a more detailed discussion see [6-9]. The introduced method is characterized by its
dynamical approach. In contrast to other conventional methods, the relaxation of the
power output, i.e. the actual system behaviour, is considered for the reconstruction of
the relation of wind power conversion.
The method has been validated for analytical data and tested for different sets of
measured wind speed and power output data. Particularly, it provides a framework to
reconstruct the effects of the wind turbulence on the power output.

Fig. 2: Reconstruction of the power characteristic in the local field for the measured power output of the Tjaereborg wind turbine.
Shown are on the left hand side the fixed points of the process P(t) for each wind speed interval, from the power curve can be
derived. On the right hand side additionally the according drift vectors are presented, which illustrate the dynamics of the
process. For details see [1].

The essential feature of the dynamical method distinguishing it from other
conventional methods, namely the estimation of fixed points instead of mean values,
Annual Report 2007
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is investigated on a theoretical basis in [9]. The findings suggest to apply the general
concept of the dynamical power characteristic also to other fields of interest.

16
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4.2 Offshore Wind Energy Meteorology: Characterization of
the Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer (RP II)
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute for Physics
Abha Sood, Kay Suselj, Michael Schmidt, Detlev Heinemann

Motivation
Accurately estimating wind resources for extensive development of offshore wind
energy is a major challenge, in particular due to the limited number of existing
measurements at offshore sites, imprecisely determined surface boundary conditions
and inadequate representation of the boundary-layer flow required for the detailed
description of the vertical profile. Reliable resource assessment at offshore and
coastal wind farm sites in the German Bight and other European seas are urgently
required for fulfilling the ambitious target of developing a considerable fraction of the
European electricity demand from wind and other renewable resources. About 20-25
GW installed wind power generation capacity at offshore locations until 2030 in
Germany is planned, which is expected to cover more than 15% of the domestic
electricity demand. In addition, with increasing penetration of fluctuating renewable
power into the electricity grid, the resource assessment requires an integrated
approach to facilitate its efficient management and regulation. The fluctuations in the
power generation, primarily due to the variability of weather conditions, determine the
wave, wind and solar energy resource availability.
The ongoing research efforts for this sub-project was focused in 2007 on
• investigating the air-sea interaction by determining the sensitivity of boundary layer
flow to offshore surface conditions
• validating lower boundary layer parametrization in the mesoscale models with
measurements and adjusting for the marine conditions
• examining high frequency FINO-1 research mast measurements for extracting
extreme gusts e.g. the Extreme Operating Gust (EOG) for load optimization
• dynamical downscaling to 3km x 3km in the German Bight using the numerical
weather prediction model WRF (V. 2.2) from NCEP/NCAR for the FINO-1 measurement period (2004-2006)
• investigating the wind climatology based on the reanalysis datasets and
mesoscale simulations of the past climate and the future climate scenarios for the
North Sea within the framework of a new EU Marie-Curie RTN project (MODOBS)
• developing an operational setup for short term numerical wind field forecast optimized for monitoring of offshore and coastal wind farms (WISENT)

Approaches/Activities
Both the large scale circulation patterns and the surface conditions, such as orography, land use and surface roughness determines the structure of the boundary layer
flow. The offshore boundary layer flow is influenced by the air-sea interaction and the
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more complex flow over the land-sea transition zone triggers the mesoscale land-sea
breeze circulation due to abrupt changes in the surface and thermal forcing. In the
following we begin with investigating the sensitivity of the boundary layer flow on the
sea surface temperature (SST) forcing and the boundary layer parametrization for
different atmospheric stability conditions. An integrated approach towards resource
assessment is under development where combined application of high frequency
measurements and high resolution models are the sources of information at all
relevant scale for offshore mean and extreme conditions.

Surface Forcing
The Sea Surface Temperature (SST) plays an important role in determining the wind
flow in the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) since it directly influences the
stability of the overlying atmosphere. Warm SST is related to the unstable MABL,
which implies more vertical mixing and allows higher winds close to the surface. In
case of cold SST, the inverse conditions occur. The MABL is more stable and less
mixed, which implies lower wind speeds close to the surface and strong shear in the
vertical wind profile. The change in SST close to the coastline is even more complex
due to the sharp change in temperature gradient between sea and coast.
The added value of high resolution SST forcing in the Weather Research and Forecasting Weather Research (WRF) mesoscale model of NCEP/NCAR (USA) for the
boundary layer wind field is investigated. The sensitivity of the wind field to SST
resolutions from 1 deg (FNL) which roughly corresponds to about 100km to 1.5km
(BSH) for the different stability conditions is determined and the wind field is validated
at the FINO-1 offshore platform in the North Sea for heights between 40m and 100m.
The selection of typical stable, unstable and neutral conditions in MABL was done in
the absence of strong synoptic forcing. Though the trend in the measurements is
reproduced, the absolute value is not well matched especially in the stable case.

18
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Figure 1:

Time series of FINO-1 measurements at 100m height and WRF simulation results; stable
(left), neutral (center) and unstable (right)

These preliminary results show that
• in neutral and stable case, there is little change in the 100m wind speeds between
control (FNL) and high resolution forcing (BSH) run
• in unstable case, the deviation observed is mainly due to the inherent spatial
heterogeneity present during convective activity, which is captured better in high
resolution simulations
Planetary Boundary Layer Parametrization
The turbulent eddies formed in the lower atmosphere due to the influence of surface
friction are not resolved in the mesoscale or boundary layer models. Enhanced
mixing due to turbulence is considered in the parametrization of the boundary layer
flow. Mostly a semi-empirical approach is applied, where the parameters of the
theory are determined from measurements. Since until recently only measurements
over land were available and special features of sea surface were not considered in
BL models, the current model is validated with FINO-1 measurements for the
different atmospheric stability conditions.

Table 1:

Root Mean Square Errors (rmse) and correlations in the WRF forecast simulations under
different atmospheric stability conditions

The stable atmospheric conditions are worse represented with lowest correlations
and highest root mean square errors (rmse) for both the high resolution WRF
simulations and low resolution FNL global operational analysis data. The dynamical
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downscaling with WRF improves results for stable and unstable atmospheric
conditions considerably but for neutral conditions the differences are insignificant.
Thus the main errors in the neutral case seem to arise from initial conditions rather
than deficiency in parametrization schemes.
Extreme Gusts

Table 2: Extreme Operating Gusts (EOGs) with
wind speeds larger than 20 m/s in December
2006 at FINO-1

Figure 2:

Some examples of EOGs with 10.5 sec time period and 9% turbulence intensity in
December 2006 from the measurements at 80m height of FINO-1 tower and the
corresponding theoretical IEC 61400-1 standard EOGs (smooth curves).

The high frequency extreme gusts at high wind speeds can cause serious damage
due to extreme loads to the rotor blades. The distribution of the extreme turbulent
discrete gust, required for optimizing loads on the rotor blades, are determined from
the measurements at the FINO-1 measurement tower. Here, the statistics of the
mexican hat Extreme Operating Gust (EOG) is extracted from the high frequency
data at 80m height and compared with the corresponding theoretical value from the
IEC 61400-1 Standards (2005).
Offshore Resource Assessment
The wind distribution for the wind
resource assessment in the German
Bight is determined from the WRF
model marine atmospheric boundary
layer wind field simulations at a
number of heights. Since the site
assessment entails also the detailed
knowledge wind field distribution and
the
extreme
conditions,
the
measurement data from the offshore
FINO-1 platform was additionally
analysed (Forwind Ann. Rep. 2006).
Figure 3:
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Mean Wind Speed at 100m in the German Bight (2004-2006)
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Table 3:

Wind Distribution at the German Offshore Wind Farms in planning based on WRF
simulation from 2004-2006 at 3 km (German Bight) and 9 km (Baltic Sea) resolutions

The results are validated in particular at the FINO-1 measurement site (Tab. 3) at
different measurement heights.

Table 4:

Validation of the WRF simulations and FNL analysis at 100m with the measurements at
FINO-1 in the German Bight (2004-2006)

Long term variability
The directional dependence of the 2.5° NCEP reanalysis data is compared with the
FINO-1 measurements for an overlapping (2004-2006) and a longer period (19972006) to depict the long term directional variability of the surface wind fields in the
German Bight. Since the coarse resolution global data sets are not suitable for
deriving the wind distribution, only directional dependence is considered here.
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Figure 4:

Distribution of the wind direction in measurements and reanalysis data at 100m in the
German Bight (FINO-1 site) for different time periods

The relationship of the long term large scale atmospheric circulation patterns related
to the climate states are investigated with respect to their influence on the surface
wind fields within the EU-Marie Curie RTN project MODOBS.

Outlook
After an extensive investigation of various aspects of offshore boundary layer wind
field, a number of issues remain which require further attention. Due to a lack of
measurement data at the coastal land-sea interface, a measurement campaign will
be launched in the spring 2008 from the coast to the FINO-1 platform with Helipod
from TU Braunschweig. The deficits of the parametrizations of the stable boundary
layer which occur for cool sea – warm air case can be examined in detail and
improved. In addition, the impact of the improved representation of the land-sea
interface on the mesoscale circulation pattern in the German Bight will be
investigated and validated with measurements from the island and coastal stations
and its influence on the wind distribution of the planned wind parks will be
considered.
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4.3 Wind Power Forecasting and Grid Integration (RP III)
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Lueder von Bremen, Nadja Saleck, Jinhua Jiang, Thomas Petroliagis, Florian
Bertsch, Ulf Gräwe, Vincent Layec and Detlev Heinemann

Introduction
The project aims to support scientifically the development of tools and strategies for
the integration of wind power into current and future electricity supply systems. The
focus of this work is on meteorological aspects of wind energy and its variable
generation in space and time.
This annual report covers one topic on wind power forecasting, i.e. i) combination of
forecasts and two aspects of grid integration of ii) extreme winds and frequency of
strong winds over the North Sea that may result in cut-off of turbines and iii)
variability of offshore wind power generation in the North Sea and smoothing with
onshore generation.
The projects DEMS (Decentralized Energy Management System), Deutscher
Windmonitor
–
German
Wind
Monitor
and
WISENT
(Wissensnetz
Energiemeteorologie) are described under section 6 (Other Projects) of this report.
These projects are part of the “Wind Power Forecasting and Grid Integration” group.
i)

Combination of different Numerical Weather Predictions (NWP) models

Forecasts of different weather models can be combined to reduce forecast errors in
wind speed and in wind power. The potential is revealed looking at the correlation
ECMWF’s and HIRLAM’s forecast error (Fig.1, left). The error correlation is smallest
in the two summer periods and higher during winter. In spring and summer less
advective weather regimes prevail and joint analysis errors have less impact on the
forecast error than during winter. This means that in more stable weather regimes
model differences become more important and lead to disperse forecasts that are
less correlated; a feature that is favourable for the combination of wind speed
forecasts.
Two different combination approaches are investigated: i) linear average of both
forecasts, i.e. equal weighting and ii) principle component regression. The later
technique has the advantage that the uncorrelated information in the two forecasts is
extracted and usable. ECMWF wind speed forecast outperforms HIRLAM by about
0.2 m/s in terms of RMSE (Fig. 1, right). The combination of both forecasts with equal
weighting shows considerable improvements compared with the individual forecasts.
The skill of the combination has a seasonal dependency, i.e. in winter the
combination forecast is worse than ECMWF alone. As discussed before the error
correlation between ECMWF and HIRLAM is highest in winter and the averaging
effect of forecast errors gets comparable lower. In periods of low error correlation
(spring/summer) the improvement of the combination with respect to ECMWF is
highest. The combination with principle component regression has small but notable
advantages against the simpler equal weighting combination approach. It seems to
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be worthwhile to extract the information from the two wind speeds by building an
orthogonal basis as provided by the eigenvectors.

Figure 1:

Correlation (left) between HIRLAM and ECMWF wind forecast errors (forecast step 2548h) for Middelgrunden wind farm from Jul 2001 to Sept 2002. The RMSE of wind speed
for HIRLAM (black, solid) and ECMWF (blue, dotted) is shown in the right figure. The
RMSE of the equal weighting combination is shown in green (dashed) and the principle
component regression combination in orange (dashed dotted). In both figures a 90 days
low-pass filter is applied.

Wind speed forecasts (individual and combined) are transformed into wind power
using a Neural Network approach (see Annual ForWind Report 2006). At all lead
times the principle component regression combination equals or outperforms the
equal weighting combination in terms of root mean square error (RMSE) (Fig. 2). The
average day-ahead forecast error is 16.8 % for ECMWF and is reduced to 15.8% for
the principle component regression combination.
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Figure 2:

ii)

Normalized wind power forecast RMSE for Middelgrunden using HIRLAM (black ◊) and
ECMWF (blue ∆) forecasts. The combination with principle component regression and
equal weighting is shown in green (x) and orange (□), respectively.

Extreme Winds and Frequency of Strong Winds over the North Sea

The occurrence of high wind speeds is studied in the German Bight to facilitate wind
power deployment. The parameterization of extreme wind speeds with the Weibull
distribution is compared to the occurrence of high wind speeds in reanalysis data
from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ECMWF (ERA-40).
These data have a resolution of 110x65km and are available from 1958-2001. 10m
wind speeds are considered.
The distribution of wind speeds can be described with the Weibull distribution
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with A the scale and k the shape parameter. A and k are fitted to represent the wind
speeds in the ERA-40 data set. The long tail of the distribution is used to estimate a
speed vmax that is exceeded ones in a time period T on a 6 hourly basis.
Figure 3 shows that parameterized vmax agrees very well with the observed maximal
wind speed in ERA-40. All easterly extreme winds are about 5m/s weaker than
westerly winds. The result should not be affected by land as the investigated grid
point is far in the German Bight. It can be suggested that foundation constructions
take this into account to prevent over-design.
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Figure 3:

vmax by sector from ERA-40 (red,solid) and estimated from Weibull distribution percentile
(dashed), frequency of all winds in black at 55°N, 5°E

At cut-off wind speeds between 20-25 m/s sudden losses of very large shares of
offshore wind power endanger the operation of entire power systems. Although the
quality of wind power forecasting has reached high standards, risks and frequency of
cut-off are needed for large-scale offshore wind power integration planning, i.e. the
power system must be set up for high ramp rates and sufficient reserve capacities.
Estimations from ERA-40 data (Fig. 4) show that the lenght of the investigated time
period is highly important to evalute the statistical occurrence of events per year.
Note that given speeds are for 10m wind speeds; real number of cut-offs might be
higher on the local and temporal scale for speeds at hub height.
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iii)

Variability of offshore wind power generation in the North Sea

The safe integration of large shares of wind power from large-scale offshore wind
farms is very challenging and economically important. The German 25 GW offshore
wind power plans (Fig. 5, left) are very ambitious to this respect. In order to facilitate
the comparison of offshore and onshore wind power variability, the on&offshore
capacities are scaled to 25 GW.
Offshore wind power variability is investigated using state-of-the-art meteorological
data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
Wind speeds in 100m height with a resolution of 40km are analyzed for the 2004 at
the location of the planned offshore wind farms in the German Bight (Fig. 5, left).
Onshore variability is taken from timeseries of generated wind power.
The flucuations of wind power within a week is assessed with the standard deviation.
Low variability facilitates the integration of wind power technically and economically.
The highest inner-weekly fluctuation is 16 GW (in the 25&25 GW scenario, black line)
(Feb’04). Offshore wind power (34.5 GW capacity) alone has a maximal fluctuation of
13.5 GW, while onshore wind power has a fluctuation of 25 GW. Thus, aggregation
of on&offshore wind power leads to a smoothing of wind power fluctuations and will
reduce the amount of required balancing power considerably compared to onshore
wind power generation. The unthinkable number of 90.6 GW onshore capacity is
needed for the same wind energy generation as in the 25&25 GW case.

Figure 5:
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Planned offshore projects in the German Bight (left) and (right) variability of wind power
within a week. All scenarios are scaled to produce the same energy as in the 25&25GW
case, except thin blue and green lines that are scaled to 25 GW capacity, respectively.
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4.4 Environmental Loads
Converters (RP IV)

on

Offshore

Wind

Energy

Leibniz Universität Hannover
Institute of Fluid Mechanics and Computer Applications in Civil Engineering
Thomas Kossel, Martin Kohlmeier, Werner Zielke

Introduction
For the design of reliable and cost optimized offshore wind energy turbines an exact
knowledge of the environmental loads is important. Loads due to water waves
represent a significant portion of the total environmental loads – especially in deep
water. A profound understanding associated with a correct reproduction in numerical
simulations is essential in order to gain satisfactory modeling results and a reliable
design basis.
The structural load F due to waves for hydrodynamically transparent cylinders is
calculated with the Morison equation [1], which is a summation of drag and inertia
forces. F is the force per unit length experienced by a cylinder.
(1)
with: ρ fluid densitiy, D pile diameter, h water depth, z spatial coordinate, u
horizontal particle velocity, CD drag coefficient, CM inertia coefficient.
The particle kinematics needed for the application of the Morison equation are
determined by a suitable wave theory.
In the previous annual report, the modeling of wave loadings by irregular waves has
been described. This modelling approach has been extended concerning the waves’
directionality and the wave spreading [2].
Simulation Software “WaveLoads”
Loads on offshore wind energy converters due to waves. The water particle
kinematics, surface elevation and wave loadings can be computed for the following
wave theories [3]:
• Regular Waves
o
o
o
o

Linear wave theory (Airy)
Stokes 2nd, 3rd, 5th order wave theory
Fourier wave theory by Sobey
Streamfunction wave theory by Fenton or Dean/Dalrymple

• Irregular Waves
o
o
o

1-D sea state (based on Airy or Stokes 2nd order)
Wave kinematics estimation based on prescribed water surface elevation
Constrained model of tailored sequences with embedded individual
extreme wave
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o

2-D sea state including waves travelling in different directions of
prescribed distribution

Further developments of WaveLoads provide the generation of model data and load
input for finite element analysis in ANSYS® (Fig. 2), MD Nastran® or Abaqus®. The
finite element analysis can be directly started without further adjustments of the
generated input files (Fig. 2).

Figure 1:

Water level and particle velocities estimated
with Fourier wave theory by Sobey.

Figure 2:

Estimated wave loadings
on a tripod structure in
ANSYS.

WaveLoads is also available as dynamic link library (DLL) to be directly linked to
other applications such as multibody simulations and finite element applications or to
be used in graphical user interfaces for visualisation of wave kinematics (Fig. 1). For
further details see research project IX.

Activities
Prediction of Wave Loading Considering Wave Spreading
Waves entering shallow water usually are approaching the shore line in a more or
less unidirectional way. In deeper water, however, the direction and spreading of the
waves is varying according to the current sea state’s origin.
The directional spectrum S(f, θ) represents the distribution of wave energy in the
frequency domain and its directional spreading. It is given by the product of the
variance spectrum S(f) with a spreading function D(f, θ). The directional function of
the 2D-spectrum has influence on the wave crest length and with it on the
characteristics of the sea surface. Variation of the spreading function enables to
simulate different sea state conditions like wind waves or swell. In the following
simulations, the cos2s-model by Mitsuyasu et al. [4]

(2)

has been applied, where s is the spreading parameter.
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The
resulting
wave
kinematics
simulation and load prediction have
been applied in analyses of the wind
measurement mast “Amrumbank West”.
The structure has been modeled with
beam elements and additional mass
points. The foundation is modeled as
elastic bedding with horizontal and
vertical springs. The finite element
model of the structure has been
validated
by
means
of
modal
identification [5].
The water surface elevations at initial
time t0 = 0 s for different spreading
parameter s is depicted in Fig. 4. For all
realizations of sea states the same
stochastic description has been used in
Figure 3:
order to get an impression of the
resulting
reduction
in
directional
bandwidth with increasing spreading
parameter s.

Measurement mast “Amrumbank
West”: photo, structure model in
WaveLoads, location of strain and
acceleration gauges and the finite
element model in ANSYS.

s = 10

s = 25

s = 75

unidirectional

Figure 4: Water surface elevation (scaling factor: 5) of directional sea states with different spreading
based on a directional JONSWAP spectrum (Hs = 6.3 m, Tp = 12.5 s).
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In order to investigate the influence of the parameter s, four sets of 40 elastodynamic
finite element simulations of 10 minutes length of the measurement mast loaded by
random sea states of same significant wave height and peak period (Hs = 6.3 m,
Tp = 12.5 s) but varying spreading parameter s = 10, 25, 75 and 150 have been
performed. According to the location of strain gauge measurements, the resulting
damage equivalent loads due to bending moments in and normal to mean wave
direction have been analyzed. The predicted results at the position of the strain
gauge close to the mud line (Fig. 3) at a depth of SKN 26.5 m are depicted in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6.

Figure 5:

Resulting
damage
equivalent
quantities
vs.
directional
wave
spreading parameterized by s = 10,
25, 75 and 150. The evaluation is
based on stresses and bending
moments caused by loads along the
mean wave direction.

Figure 6:

Resulting
damage
equivalent
quantities
vs.
directional
wave
spreading parameterized by s = 10,
25, 75 and 150. The evaluation is
based on stresses and bending
moments caused by loads along the
mean wave direction.

The results show the dependency of the mean values of damage equivalent loads on
the magnitude of the waves’ spreading. In comparison to the standard approach of
simulating a unidirectional random sea state, the consideration of considerable
spreading results in a reduction of damage equivalent loads if the mean wave
direction is considered (Fig. 5) and increase if the direction normal to the mean
waves direction is considered (Fig. 6). In this special case of a monopole structure it
can clearly be observed that the existence of directional wave spreading results in
local fatigue loads of significantly lower magnitudes.

Conclusion
Within a wave loading simulation applied on the support structure of the
measurement mast “Amrumbank West” the influence of the waves’ directional
spreading has been investigated. According to the evaluated damage equivalent
fatigue loads, caused by wave loads from random wave simulation, it can be
concluded that the directional spreading described by an angular distribution function
is a useful approach for modelling a more realistic sea state for the investigation of
offshore structures in greater water depth.
A clear dependency of the mean values of damage equivalent loads and the
magnitude of the waves’ spreading could be observed. In comparison to the standard
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approach of simulating a unidirectional random sea state, the consideration of
considerable spreading result in a reduction of damage equivalent loads of about
20%. The investigation also demonstrated that due to the stochastic approach which
is associated with significant variation in the resulting fatigue loads the number of
simulations has to be increased significantly.
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4.5 Fatigue Assessment of Support Structures of Offshore
Wind Energy Conversion Systems (RP V)
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Institute for Steel Construction
Peter Schaumann, Stefanie Steppeler, Fabian Wilke

Introduction
Most of the support structures of the planned German offshore wind farms will be
located in regions with water depths between 20 and 50 m. For these water depths,
different types of support structures are currently discussed [1]. To some extent the
monopile, although the simplest solution, can be considered as the state of technical
knowledge, being the preferred design concept for medium water depths.
At these structures grouted joints are used for the transition between substructure
and tower (Fig. 1). After installation of the substructure, the tower is finally bolted
onto the transition piece’s ring flange.

Fig.1:

Monopile support structure with grouted transition piece

Within 2007 the research dealt with typical structural elements of this type of support
structure. Work has been concentrated on both
• grouted joints and
• ring flange connections,
which are two of the three main work packages of this project (for an overview see
Annual Report 03/04).
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Activities
Part A:

Grouted Joints

Grouted joint connections are well known in oil and petroleum industry. They are
mainly used for transfer of axial loads in members of lattice structures. In contrast to
its original application, the design of grouted joints for offshore wind energy
converters (OWECs) is driven by the predominating bending moments due to wind
and waves. The bearing behaviour is characterised by the inability of the steelconcrete interface to transfer tensile stresses (only minor adhesion forces). As a
consequence, the bending moment is split into a couple of forces (Fig. 2a). A gap
forms in the interfaces at opposite sides as shown in Fig. 2b.

Fig. 2:

a) Schematic illustration of the load transfer mechanism of grouted joints under bending,
b.) Gap development predicted by FE-simulation (large scale test specimen)

Thus, the longitudinal stresses according to beam theory are superimposed by
secondary ovalisation stresses of the geometric nonlinear connection. This effect is
increased by the high slenderness ratios of current support structures which lie
outside the range of tests performed in the past and specified in the offshore design
standards (DNV [2] or NORSOK [3]). Nowadays support structures attain
slenderness ratios Dp/tp for the pile of 100 and beyond. Test experience exists only
up to slenderness ratios of about 72. Furthermore a lower limit for the overlap length
Lg of 1.5times the pile’s outer diameter is recommended for monopile structures in
the mentioned standards.
Regarding the material it is common practice in offshore wind energy industry to use
high performance concrete (HPC) for the grouted connections. So far limited
knowledge exists regarding the fatigue characteristics of the brittle grout material
itself and the use of high-strength concrete is not covered by all standards.
The extensive test programme within subproject V, Fig. 3 gives an overview, was
finished in 2007. The tests have been realised with a two-step approach: In a first
phase axially loaded small scale specimens have been tested. Besides the
comparison with existing design formulae these tests provided a basis for
benchmarking of material models for further FE implementations. In the second step
large scale tests have been performed with pure bending.
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Fig.3:

Experimental test programme

The dimensions of the large scale specimen have been chosen according to the
geometric parameters of actual monopile support structures of OWECs. Both test
series, performed on the specimens with the dimensions given in Table 1, have been
carried out with and without shear keys. The specimens were provided by Vallourec
& Mannesmann Tubes and SIAG Stahlbau AG, the grout material by DENSIT A/S.
Table 1:

Geometric parameters of the test specimen and material properties

Small scale tests
Dp [mm]
Dp/tp [-]
tg [mm]
Ds/ts [-]
Lg

60.3
5.5
19
14.3
1.5 x Dp

Large scale tests
Dp [mm]
800
Dp/tp [-]
100
tg [mm]
20
Ds/ts [-]
107
Lg
1.3 x Dp

Ducorit S5
I)

I)

fcm [N/mm²]
fck I) [N/mm²]
fct II) [N/mm²]
E II) [N/mm²]
υ II) [ - ]
own test,

II)

133
123
7
55000
0.19

data provided by DENSIT A/S

Due to a close cooperation with the ForWind members at the Institute of Building
Materials (Prof. L. Lohaus), it was possible to use their test equipment. That way
axial load tests of the 3 m long large scale test specimen could be performed (Fig. 4),
which provided important findings regarding the influence of small radial stiffness and
preloading.
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Fig.4:

Setup for the axial load test with large scale specimen

Some of the most important results of the work on grouted joint connections are
summarised in the following. A detailed research report under preparation will be
published soon.
1. Influence of radial stiffness for axially loaded grouted joints
The magnitude of bond strength fbu which can be transferred through the interface
grout-steel depends on a number of geometric and material parameters. Besides the
strong influence of concrete strength or shear key arrangement and dimension another important parameter has to be considered: The radial stiffness factor k according to Eqn. (1) is known to be one of the major design drivers.
(1)
While in some guidelines a linear relationship between k and bond strength (DNV [2])
is proposed, the stiffness effect is supposed to be less distinct in NORSOK/ISO
recommendations [3]. The experimental tests covered a wide range of stiffness
factors k, from very stiff (small scale) to flexible (large scale tests). Fig. 5 shows own
test results in comparison with the regulations of the mentioned standards. The
following conclusions can be drawn:
• Both standards, but especially the NORSOK recommendations, underestimate the
strength of the grout matrix (mode 2 failure) for HPC and large radial stiffness. An
exponent of 0.7 for the concrete strength was found to be a better approximation
to the test results in case of the NORSOK parametric equation.
• With regard to the interface failure at the shear keys (mode 1), the DNV guide-line
overestimates the specimen’s capacity for large stiffness.
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• For small radial stiffness (large scale specimen) the compliance between test
results and NORSOK regulations was found to be excellent as shown in Fig. 5,
right side.
• To conclude, a nonlinear influence of k could be confirmed. An exponent of 0.68
for k was found to give a good approximation to test results. This value is in close
correlation to the exponent 0.6 recommended by NORSOK/ISO.

Fig.5:

left: Test results for characteristic bond strength over stiffness factor k (specimen with
shear keys),
right: Detailed graph for low radial stiffness k

2. Ovalisation induced cracking
All specimens have been tested with a bending moment at the upper range of the
service load level (2 million cycles) at first. After this test phase, where no
deterioration or cracking could be observed, the specimens subsequently have been
loaded 250’000 times with the ultimate bending load including safety factors (see
Fig. 3). While no major stiffness loss occurred in this phase, a distinct cracking was
observed for the specimen without shear keys. The hoop stresses in the grout due to
the ovalisation could be identified as the reason for this longitudinal crack pattern
(Fig. 6a). It must be noted that cracking hardly had an influence on the specimens
load bearing behaviour (compare [4]). After cracking the concrete is loaded primarily
uniaxial while the steel tubes provide a ductile confinement to the grout material. The
corresponding theoretic model for the bearing behaviour is shown in Fig. 6b. In this
state the structures capacity is only restricted by the compressive strength of the
HPC which is far beyond the acting stresses, even at ultimate limit state.
a.)

Fig.6a:
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b.)

Crack at the grout end (bottom side, 270°
position)

Fig.6b:
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Theoretical
longitudinal
crack
pattern
due
to
alternating bending moment
directions

3. Influence of shear keys
From the Aalborg model tests [5] it has been derived that the application of shear
keys is not necessary for grouted connections under predominating bending. From
the view of the designer this turns out to be problematical. As the system has no
redundancy regarding the coexistent axial and torsional forces, it might lead to a
reduced safety margin for smaller overlap length and more slender structures. Both
tests and numerical simulation demonstrated that the durability of the connection
could be increased by attaching shear keys. As an example, Fig. 7 underlines that
the gap forming between pile and sleeve can be markedly reduced by application of
shear keys. The proposed concentration of shear keys in the centre area of the
transition helps to avoid a too unfavourable fatigue design [6].

Fig. 7:

left: Load-gap curve measured at the 270° position in Fig. 6 (negative = gap),
right: FE-simulation with and without shear keys at 1000 kN actuator force

4. Overlap length
The tests were performed with an overlap length of 1.3times the pile diameter. It was
demonstrated that there is no need to strictly keep the overlap factor of 1.5
recommended in the standards. From numerical analysis there is evidence for an
optimum overlap length in the range of 1.25times the pile diameter. This
recommendation is valid with regard to both the fatigue design and the assessment
of dynamic properties of the whole structure [7].
5. HPC material
During experimental testing no deterioration of the HPC material was found except
for the localised cracking. Therefore, it may be suggested that a further reduction of
concrete strength is acceptable. This parameter will be examined in another research
project at the Institute for Steel Construction. Based on the test experience a fatigue
design assessment procedure for dynamically loaded grouted joint connections has
been developed. See reference [8] for further details.
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Part B: Ring flanges
Support structures of offshore wind energy converters (OWECs) are designed for a
lifetime of about 20 years. They are exposed to high dynamic loadings caused by
wind and waves and have to resist about 109 load cycles. Therefore, fatigue resistance becomes relevant in order to provide secure service time and economic design
of OWECs. As a result of growing turbine capacity and special offshore conditions
construction details like bolted connections that are involved in the load path need to
be checked for fatigue in detail.
For static and operational reasons steel tower constructions with solid-walled and
lightly cone-shaped circular cylinder shells are favoured. These tower segments of
OWECs are connected with bolted circular ring flanges. Besides the tower openings
the ring flanges connected with high strength bolts are regarded as critical
construction detail. Ring flange connections are not damage tolerant. Therefore, the
safety of this tower component has high priority.
In recent years the proof of fatigue strength of ring flange connections is subject of
intensive research activities at the Institute for Steel Construction [9], [10], and [11].
In Germany tower constructions of OWECs are designed according to the BSH
guideline [12]. Basis of the fatigue assessment is the nonlinear bolt force function.
The fatigue relevant stress range of the bolt force is taken for given stress ranges of
the tower shell segment force. There are uncertainties especially in the evaluation of
the influence of imperfections and the tolerable fitting accuracy. Previous
examinations of JAKUBOWSKI [13], [14], and [15] have shown the influence of the
unavoidable imperfections during the production process. But, in the field of research
there is no final clarity of tolerances which have to be complied with until now. In
current design and construction practice the deviations from plane prescribed by the
manufacturers of tower segments is accepted and used.
In the framework of the research project the dimension of these deviations in the
interface between the ring flanges caused by production will be measured. In
comparison to the laser measurement technique of a tower segment manufacturer
the short-range photogrammetry (see Fig. 8) will be used to measure the planeness
of a real ring flange exemplarily.

Fig.8:
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Short-range photogrammetrical measurement of a small-scale experimental ring flange
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Furthermore, numerical investigations will be performed to quantify the effect of the
measured unplaneness of the ring flanges on the fatigue resistance of the ring flange
connection.

Outlook
Future work will concentrate on:
• measurement of imperfections and
• numerical investigations on ring flange connections.
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4.6 Condition Monitoring and Damage Detection on
Structures of Offshore Wind Turbines Using Measured
Modal Quantities (RP VI)
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Institute for Structural Analysis
Johannes Reetz, Wolf-Jürgen Gerasch, Raimund Rolfes

Description
In order to observe damages on supporting structures of offshore-windturbines at an
early stage and to avoid proceeding damages, a damage detection system is developed. This system enables a maintenance control with remote monitoring. For this
purpose a new approach for model based identification is used based on measuring
dynamic quantities.
The damage diagnosis is based on damage parameters. These parameters are
identified by means of dynamic quantities of the supporting structure. These dynamic
quantities are symptomatic. In a measurement data acquisition they could be
measured. Furthermore a validated mathematical model of the supporting structure is
required in order to model based parameter identification. The identification of the
damage parameters is carried out with the approach of an inverse identification
method introduced in ref [1].
A common supporting structure for both onshore and offshore wind turbines is the
monopile. Hence, at first the investigations are limited to monopiles. To allow for efficient condition controlled maintenance of the supporting structure of wind turbines
periodic accessibility is necessary. This requirement cannot always be satisfied as
the tower structures are difficult to access.
A validated numerical model is required for model based damage identification. This
model is established using finite element method (FEM). Therefore, a huge amount
of FE-programs is available. For the purpose of using the model matrices of the FEmodel in further computational steps, the program Comsol shows the best adequacy.
An introduction in modeling with Comsol is given in ref [2].
The investigations apply to damages which influence the stiffness of the supporting
structure including e.g. unscrewed bolted joints, damaged welded joints, reduced
cross section by means of corrosion, change of clamping.
According to this there are regions of the supporting structures which are predestined
for damages, e.g. bolted joints, welded joints, cross-sectional changes, clamping and
the splash zone. These regions are parametrised in the FE-model as shown in ref [3].
The information about the dynamic behaviour required for the damage diagnosis has
to be measured at the supporting structure. For this purpose the supporting structure
does not need to be excited. In ref [4] an overview ot the current methods of modal
analysis is given.
The current state of the supporting structure is given by damage parameters of the
numerical model identified by means of measured data. An overview of the methods
for model updating is given in ref [5].
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First of all the ill-posed identification problem is a disadvantage. It motivates to a new
approach for a model based damage identification method by means of
multiparameter eigenvalues. The use of this approach for model updating is
discussed in ref [6].

Activities
Because of maternity leave the project was paused since may 2007. The activities
refer to the period from january to april 2007.
Model tests and measurement
The results of the simulations in 2006 are preliminary performance features of the
method. In order to validate the method, model tests was carried out. These tests on
labmodels confirmed the results of the simulations in the same operating range.
Previous simulations did not consider the influences of modelling errors and
measuring errors. In order to include these errors in the FE-model, the influences on
the accuracy of the measurement data was investigated. Several measurement
techniques and sensors were applied e.g. velocity sensors, accelerating sensors and
laser technique. Fig.1 shows a measured spectrum with an accuracy of three decimal
places.

Fig.1:

Measured Forier spectrum of the labmodel under impact

Simulations on FE-models
The influence of boundary conditions, the mesh fineness and the assembling were
already studied. For further simulations several FE-models were modelled. Fig. 2
shows a FE-model made with Comsol. In parameter studies the influences of
modelling errors and measuring errors on identification and updating was
investigated.
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Fig. 2:

Updated FE-model with the third mode and the eigenfrequencies before and after
updating.

Furthermore in order to optimise the diagnosis, the liability of errors and of smaller
regions of damage was investigated.
Model reduction
In spite of a model reduction the solution of the multiparameter eigenvalue problem is
still numerical complex. In order to decrease the large scale of the problem to be
solved, further strategies and approaches were studied, see also in [8].

Outlook
In addition to further simulations and model tests a large scale test on a real supporting structure and the conclusion of the numeric results in an application program are
planned.
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4.7 Modeling Soil-Structure-Interaction for Offshore Wind
Energy Plants (RP VII)
Leibniz Universität of Hannover
Institute of Soil Mechanics, Foundation Engineering and Waterpower Engineering
Martin Achmus, Khalid Abdel-Rahman

Description
Object of the project VII is the numerical modelling of the behaviour of foundation
structures for Offshore Wind Energy Converters (OWECs). For that static, quasistatic cyclic as well as dynamic loads are to be considered. The working steps
foreseen for the 5 year-duration of the whole project are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Working steps foreseen in the project VII

In the first year numerical models for the monopile foundations have been
established and their behaviour under static loads has been investigated. In the
second year of the project this work was continued and parametric studies were
carried out regarding this aspect. Furthermore numerical models for suction bucket
foundations were established and the performance of such foundations was
compared to that of monopiles.
During the third year, a parametric study of suction buckets with different diameters
and penetration depths was performed. Also a three dimensional numerical analysis
of tripods under horizontal loading was carried out. In the last year the behaviour of
piles under combined axial and vertical loading for cohesive and non-cohesive soil
was examined. Then a numerical scheme to predict the behaviour of monopiles
under cyclic loading was developed and implemented in the finite element code.
Finally the effect of recent load history on the pile behaviour under horizontal loading
was numerically investigated. The results obtained so far are summarized in the
following sections.
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Activities
Behaviour of Piles in Clay under Inclined Compression Loading
For the investigation of the behaviour of vertical piles under combined loading
conditions a three-dimensional (3-D) numerical model was used. The finite element
programme ABAQUS (Abaqus 2006) was applied. Solid concrete piles with an
embedded length of 20.0 m were considered. Two different diameters D = 2.0 and
D = 1.0 m were chosen in order to study the effect of pile geometry.
One of the most important issue in geotechnical numerical modelling is the simulation
of the soil’s stress-strain-behaviour. An elasto-plastic material law with MohrCoulomb failure criterion was used to describe the behaviour of normally
consolidated clay.
An undrained shear strength (cu) of 20 kPa was assumed at the ground surface
increasing at a rate of 4 kPa/m with depth and the soil modulus (E) was assumed as
30.0 MPa at the soil surface increasing with a gradient of 1.0 MPa/m (Fig. 2, right).
The undrained friction angle (φu) was assumed to be 12.0° and the Poisson’s ratio (ν)
was set to 0.40 for the numerical modelling. These parameters were chosen
according to the paper published by Levy et al. (2005) to enable a comparative study
of the results. The material behaviour of the piles was assumed to be linear elastic
with the parameters E = 3.0⋅104 MN/m2 (Young’s modulus) and ν = 0.20 (Poisson’s
ratio) for concrete.

Figure 2: System, denominations (left) and soil parameters (right).

Due to the symmetric loading condition only a half-cylinder representing the sub-soil
and the pile have been considered. The discretized model area had a diameter of
twelve times the pile diameter. The bottom boundary of the model was extended by
six times the pile diameter below the base of the pile. With these model dimensions
the calculated behaviour of the pile is not influenced by the boundaries.
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3-D continuum elements (C3D6 & C3D8) were used for the soil as well as for the
pile. The contact behaviour in the boundary surface between pile and soil was
modelled using slave-master-concept. In order to describe the frictional behaviour
between the pile and the surrounding soil, the shaft interface roughness factor (α)
was taken as 0.5. This means that the maximum allowable shear stress was
assumed to be equal to the half of the undrained shear strength of the clay (τmax =
α⋅cu). For full mobilization of the frictional stresses a certain relative displacement
(elastic slip) between the pile and the surrounding soil is necessary.
The finite element modelling is executed stepwise. At first, for the generation of the
initial stress state the whole model area is discretized using soil elements having a
submerged unit weight of 10.0 kN/m3 only. Subsequently, the pile is generated by
replacing the soil elements located at the planned pile position by pile elements with
a submerged unit weight of 15.0 kN/m3 and activating the contact conditions between
the pile and the soil. Finally, the vertical and the horizontal displacements are applied
simultaneously and increased gradually until the required displacements are
reached. This means that the directions of the displacement are prescribed. The piles
were subjected to displacements with various inclinations (α = 0.0°, 30.0°, 60.0°,
90.0°) measured from the horizontal direction (Fig. 2, left). Assuming α = 0.0°
corresponds to pure horizontal displacement (and thus V = 0), whereas α = 90.0°
corresponds to pure vertical displacement (H = 0).
The corresponding horizontal (H) and vertical (V) loads are calculated by integration
of the horizontal and vertical bedding stresses (contact stresses) acting between the
soil and the pile.
For the problem concerned, the pile head displacements in the horizontal (w) and
vertical (u) directions are of major interest. A comparison of the H-w- and V-ucurves (ref. to Fig. 2) can clearly show the effect of the vertical load on the horizontal
load-deformation behaviour and vice versa. Hence, such curves will be given in the
following for different inclinations (α).
The pile head displacement in the vertical direction versus the applied axial force in
shown in Figure 3. This plot illustrates that for a lower inclination angle, the vertical
force required to displace a pile vertically is reduced. This means, the horizontal load
has a unfavourable effect, since it leads to a softer behaviour in the vertical direction.
The point at which all the curves in the Figure 3 change their slope rapidly
corresponds to the loading step where the incremental shaft resistance (skin friction)
of the piles becomes zero, i.e. the ultimate shaft friction load (Rs) is reached. This
means that the remaining stiffness and capacity is only due to the end bearing
resistance (Rb) of the pile.
Up to this point there are nearly no deviations of the curves for different displacement
inclinations. A substantial reason for the deviation beyond this points is that the
horizontal bedding pressures induced by the horizontal loading affect the soil around
the pile tip and thus decrease the end bearing resistance. As a result, the axial
stiffness and the ultimate vertical pile capacity of the pile is decreased by additional
horizontal loading.
For more details regarding the modeling procedure and the results evaluation, please
refer to Achmus & Abdel-Rahman (2007).
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Figure 3: Vertical displacement at the pile top dependent on the vertical load
(D=2.0m, L=20.0m).

The horizontal load deformation behaviour for the pile with a diameter of 2 m is
shown in Fig. 4. Due to these results, the horizontal displacement is nearly
independent of the load inclination and thus independent of a vertical load acting
together with the horizontal load. Similar results were found experimentally by Sastry
& Meyerhof (1990), who carried out model tests with inclined compression loads.

Figure 4: Horizontal displacement at the pile top dependent on the horizontal load (D=2.0m,
L=20.0m).

For a pile with a diameter of 1 m Similar results as for the case D = 2 m are obtained.
The horizontal load deformation behaviour is again not affected, but the vertical
stiffness and capacity are decreased by the presence of a horizontal load. Since for
the smaller diameter D=1.0m the load portion carried by the base resistance (Rb) is
lower, the deviations of the curves for different displacement inclinations is slightly
smaller than for D=2.0m.
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Behaviour of Monopile under quasi-static cyclic Loading
During the lifetime of an OWEP billions of loading cases induced by wave and wind
actions apply to the structure. Thus, the loading has to be classified as intensely
cyclic and fatigue design is of great importance.
Concerning the foundation structure, cyclic loading leads to an accumulation of
permanent displacements. According to the German offshore regulation (GL 1999),
the effect of cyclic loading of the foundation structure has to be taken into account.
But, concerning monopiles of large diameter no approved method exists to estimate
the permanent displacements due to cyclic loading.
In the API regulations (API 2000) the cyclic loading is taken into account by a
decrease of soil spring stiffness up to a certain depth below the seabed. For largediameter monopiles, this leads to moderate increases of the calculated
displacements, which is elucidated by an example calculation in Figure 5.

Figure 5:. Comparison of load-deformation curves for a monopile D = 7.5 m, L = 30 m in medium
dense sand for static and cyclic loading due to API (2000).

The API approach was derived by means of loading tests in which mostly less than
100 load cycles were applied. In fact, strain accumulation does not stop reaching 100
cycles. Hettler (1981) proposed the following equation for the displacement of a pile
in sand loaded by N cycles of the same horizontal load:
(1)
Herein w1 is the lateral pile head displacement for static loading and CN is a factor
which for sand lies in the range of 0.20.
Long & Vanneste (1994) proposed a subgrade reaction method with linear increasing
subgrade modulus with depth, in which the spring stiffnesses decrease with the
number of load cycles due to the following equation (see Fig. 6 top):
(2)
Herein t is a factor dependent on the pile installation method, the load characteristic
(one- or two-way loading) and on the relative density of the sand. For a driven pile
with one-way loading in medium dense sand t = 0.17 is recommended. With this
value an example was calculated. The results are given in Figure 6. It was found that
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after 5000 cycles the displacement at the pile top is more than 3 times the static
displacement.

Figure 6:. Influence of cyclic one-way loading due to the method from Long & Vanneste (1994) for a
monopile D = 7.5 m, L = 30 m in medium dense sand.

However, this method is not approved, and in particular not for large-diameter piles
under high bending moments. A method of analysis is needed, in which the
development of displacements for general boundary conditions can be calculated,
basing on the results of laboratory tests with the soil to be considered. A German
standard concerning soil investigations for offshore wind energy converters (BSH
2003) suggests cyclic laboratory tests for the assessment of the behavior under
cyclic loads. Such a method is outlined in the following.
Stiffness Degradation Model for the simulation of displacement Accumulation
In the following, a practical method for the simulation of displacement accumulation is
presented. The method bases on finite element calculations, in which the stiffnesses
of the elements are adopted with respect to the number of cycles, to the stress state
and to material parameters determined in cyclic triaxial tests.
A principle sketch of the results of a stress-controlled cyclic triaxial test under drained
conditions is shown in Figure 7. The plastic portion of the axial strain
increases
with the number of load cycles. The quantity of this increase is mainly dependent on
the initial stress state (confining stress) and on the magnitude of the cyclic load
portion.
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The strain increase can be interpreted as a decrease of the secant stiffness modulus.
When the elastic strain is negligible, the degradation of the secant modulus EsN can
be formulated in the following way dependent on the plastic strain in the first cycle
and in the Nth cycle
:
(3)

Figure 7: Degradation of secant modulus under cyclic loading in a drained triaxial test.

Equations to describe the development of plastic strains in the cyclic triaxial tests
were proposed, for instance, from Huurman (1996). Due to the approach of Huurman
used here the increase of deformation or the decrease of stiffness, respectively, can
be described by the following equation:
(4)
Herein N is the number of cycles, X is a stress-dependent variable (cyclic stress
ratio), and b1, b2 are regression parameters to be determined in triaxial tests. The
cyclic stress ratio is defined as
,

(5)

wherein σ1,f is the main principal stress at failure in a monotonic test. Thus, the stress
ratio is dependent on the initial stress state (confining stress) and on the cyclic load
level.
The procedure for the consideration of the stiffness reduction for the pile-soil system
is elucidated in Figure 8. In a first step, the loading of the system by the weight of the
tower structure and the soil is analysed. With that, the initial stress state for each
element of the system is gained.
In the second step the system behaviour under horizontal load is analysed, using the
stress-dependent soil stiffnesses valid for monotonic loading. Thus, the first and the
second step are identical to the calculation of the behaviour of the pile under
monotonic loading.
In the third calculation step, the horizontal load is applied again, but the stiffnesses of
the soil elements are adopted dependent on their stress history with respect to
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equation (5). With that, for any number of load cycles N the system behaviour can be
calculated by a recalculation of the second step using appropriate stiffness values.
A problem in the application of the stiffness degradation model for the pile-soil
system is a reasonable definition of the initial stress state and the cyclic load level for
each element of the discretized system. On one hand, the initial stress state is not
isotropic, and on the other hand the principal stress orientation changes during
loading and the minor principal stress does in general not remain constant.
To overcome these problems, the following scheme was chosen to derive a
characteristic cyclic stress ratio: For the initial stress state (Index (0)) as well as for the
state under action of the cyclic load (Index (1)) a stress ratio Xa is calculated:
(6)
The cyclic stress ratio X is then calculated by
(7)
This parameter X characterizes the increase of the stress level in each element
under cyclic load and can thus be used for the determination of the stiffness
decrease with equation (5). Values X < 0, which may arise due to a decrease of
deviatoric stress from the initial to the loaded state are not taken into account, i.e. in
such cases the soil stiffness remains unchanged.
The degradation parameters b1 and b2 in Eq. (4) have to be determined in a series of
cyclic triaxial tests. If different soil layers exist, this can easily be accounted for by
different sets of the parameters b1 and b2.

Figure 8:. Initial stress state and stress state under cyclic load for the pile-soil system.

Results of the Numerical Modelling
Figure 9 shows the results obtained with the stiffness degradation model. A monopile
with a diameter of 7.5 m and an embedded length of 30 m in dense sand was
considered.
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The regression parameters b1 and b2 were determined basing on several triaxial tests
with sand samples reported in the literature. From that, possible parameter
combinations for dense sand were found to be b1 = 0.20, b2 = 5.76.
A significant increase of the head as well as the toe displacement with cyclic loading
of the monopile is found. With decreasing displacements, also a slight downward
movement of the rotation point (zero deflection point) of the pile occurs. For more
detailed results refer to Achmus et al. 2007.

Figure 9: Results for displacement accumulation of a pile in dense sand.

Numerical Investigation of the Effect of Recent Load History on the Behaviour
of Steel Piles under Horizontal Loading
In the current design of piles the variation of the horizontal load direction is not
considered. However, it is to be expected that preloading in a different direction
effects the behaviour of a foundation pile under the current load. The phenomenon
“recent load history” introduced by Levy et al. (2007) implies that the behaviour of
such piles is dependent on previous loading events as well as on the current applied
loading. This chapter aims to investigate the behaviour of vertical piles in sand soil
subject to changes in horizontal loading direction.
The system investigated here is shown in Fig. 10. A steel pipe pile with outer
diameter D and thickness t embedded in medium dense sand with length L is
considered. The load consists of a constant vertical force and a horizontal force with
varying direction. First, a horizontal load is applied as a preload (initial loading). After
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unloading, only elastic deformations are recovered. Due to the elasto-plastic
behaviour of soil, a plastic deformation remains after loading and unloading and the
stresses in the soil around the pile differ from the initial stress state. This affects the
behaviour of the pile under reloading. Reloading is applied in a different direction,
described by an angle θ to the initial load direction (see Fig. 10). Due to the recent
load history, the resultant displacement Δu under this load is in general not purely in
θ-direction. The component of the displacement in θ-direction is denominated Δuθ.

Figure 10: System definition and denominations.

The development of the resultant pile head displacement ures and of the differential
displacement Δuθ with horizontal loading is the main subject of this investigation. Two
cases are considered: a pile with a diameter of 2 m and an embedded length of 30 m
and a pile with a diameter of 3 m and an embedded length of 20 m.
To investigate the behaviour of piles under horizontal load in different directions, 3-D
finite element calculations with the program system ABAQUS (2006) have been
done. In order to carry out the calculations for different loading conditions, an
advanced computer system with parallel processor technology was used to minimize
the computation time.
The discretized model area was extended by six times the pile diameter in the radial
direction, whereby the bottom boundary of the model was extended by four times the
pile diameter beneath the base of the pile. For the soil as well as for the pile
continuum elements were used. The frictional behaviour in the boundary surface
between the pile and soil was modelled by contact elements based on slave-masterconcept, whereby the friction angle was set to δ = 0.67 ϕ’.
The material behaviour of the steel piles was assumed to be linear elastic with the
parameters E = 2.1⋅105 MN/m2 (Young’s modulus) and ν = 0.2 (Poisson’s ratio).
Modelling of the material behaviour of the soil plays an important role for the quality
of the numerical computation of soil structure interaction problems. The elasto-plastic
material law with Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, provided in ABAQUS, was used.
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The calculations were carried out stepwise in different stages. In the first calculation
stage the initial stress condition for homogeneous sandy soil was generated
(geostatic step). Subsequently, the pile was generated by replacing the soil elements
located at the pile position by steel elements and activating the contact conditions
between the pile and soil. Afterwards a vertical load of V = 3 MN was applied for the
consideration of the own weight of the superstructure.
Three further phases were defined in the context of these investigations. In the fourth
phase a horizontal load of H = 8 MN (case 1), and of H = 15 MN (case 2),
respectively, is applied in the 1-direction (see Fig. 10, direction 0°) at the soil surface
level. Subsequently, the pile is unloaded (5th Phase). Then it is finally loaded in
another horizontal direction with a certain angle to the 1-axis (6th phase). Different
angles (θ) ranging from 0.0° to 90.0° were examined.
The development of the resulting displacement (with regard to the initial unloaded
state) is depicted in Fig. 11, left. It is found that the initial inclination of the reloading
curves is the larger, the larger the angle θ is. With θ = 90° almost a decrease of the
resultant displacement during the begin of preloading is obtained. This means that
the pile head initially moves along a way with constant or even decreasing distance
to the location of the pile head before preloading.

Figure 11: Load-displacement curves for different load direction angles (case 1: D = 3 m, L = 20 m).

The initial state with regard to reloading is the displaced pile head after preloading.
The stiffness or the deformation behaviour for reloading is then characterized by the
differential displacement Δuθ in the direction of reloading (see Fig. 10). In Fig. 11,
right, the reloading load-deformation curves are given.
The stiffest pile behaviour is obtained for reloading in the same direction as the
preloading (θ = 0°). However, also for θ = 90°, i.e. reloading perpendicular to the
initial load, the pile behaves stiffer than for monotonic loading. This means that
“recent load history” or preloading has a favourable effect on pile behaviour. Similar
results were obtained by Levy et al. (2007) using a single yield surface model for
piles in soft clay.
To take a deeper look in the results in terms of stiffness, a system secant stiffness
ksec is defined as follows:
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This value normalized by the initial stiffness of the monotonic loading curve is given
in Fig. 12 dependent on the normalized differential displacement in reloading
direction. Here the significant increase of stiffness due to “recent load history” can be
seen very clearly. It is also evident that the stiffness increase gets smaller, when the
displacement and the applied load become larger. If the reloading force is equal to
the preloading force, i.e. here H = 8 MN, the secant stiffness increase lies between
25% for θ = 90° and about 45% for θ = 0°. However, if the current load is much
higher than the preload, the stiffness differences are small and can be neglected.

Figure 12: Normalized secant stiffness versus normalized displacement (case 1: D = 3 m, L = 20 m).

The different behaviour during initial loading and reloading can be explained on the
basis of the mobilized horizontal stresses developed in the subsoil as shown in
Figure 13. Under the first loading condition, horizontal passive stress σ11 will be
mobilized in the front of the pile, while a loosened zone or even a gap may develop in
the region behind the pile. After removal of this loading, the stress state condition in
the soil will be different from the initial stress state, possibly also with a gap between
the pile and the surrounding soil. By reloading in 90°-direction the gap will close firstly
and horizontal stresses in the 2-direction σ22 will be gradually mobilized and
increased. The change of the initial stress state due to the preloading leads to an
increase of the overall stiffness of the pile-soil-system.
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Figure 13: Mobilized horizontal stresses in medium dense sand (Case 1: D = 3,0 m, L = 20,0 m)
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4.8 Grid Integration of Offshore Wind Energy Parks (RPVIII)
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Institute of Electric Power Systems, Division of Power Supply
Bernd R. Oswald, Lutz Hofmann, Jörn Runge, Ara Panosyan

Description
The research activities of research project VIII are divided into two main sub-topics:
•

Grid connection and operation

•

Wind energy generators and their control

Work on the research topics started in 2005 was continued and further extended.
Additionally, new research topics were investigated and covered within this subproject. The research activities in 2007 were centred on the following fields.

Activities
Grid connection and operation
The rapid change in the power industry through its deregulation has lead to the
increase in power flow transits from low-cost generation areas to the load centres,
which consequently resulted in an increase in the demand for power exchange over
long distances between different parts of the power system. The emergence of
growing unpredictable renewable energy sources like large-scale wind parks, which
are typically located near the weak parts of the system far away from load centres,
has further increased the strain on the transmission system and stretched it closer to
its capacity limits. In order to face these growing challenges on the power system
and ensure a stable and reliable power supply, transmission systems must be
modernized to increase their:
-

capacity and efficiency to meet the rising demand and

-

flexibility to better react to more diverse generation and load patterns.

Moreover, due to the restrictions imposed on the growth of transmission facilities
owing to environmental, economic and regulatory concerns, alternative technologies,
like HVDC and FACTS, that enable the better utilization of the existing transmission
systems and hence increase the reliability and security of the power system will more
and more become essential components in future transmission systems.
Interphase Power Controller
A new comparable technology is the Interphase Power Controller (IPF), which
comprises a number of innovative power flow controllers with different configurations
and characteristics. The basic components of the IPC are two parallel reactive
branches at each phase, one inductive and one capacitive. The primary objective of
the basic IPC configuration, is transferring a fixed quantity of active power between
two synchronous subsystems without increasing the short-circuit level in either
system. The concept of the IPC operation is based on subjecting each of the series
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impedances separately to different suitably-phased voltages, which are attained by
interphase connections (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of IPC240

Voltage Injection Power Controller
An alternative concept for subjecting each of the series impedances separately to
different suitably-phased voltages is the Voltage Injection Power Controller (VIPC),
which is a crossover between an Interphase Power Controller and a Regulating
Transformer. The distinguishing feature of the VIPC is the manner in which the
voltages across the impedances are obtained. Unlike the IPCs, which attain the
phase-shifted voltages across the impedances by interphase connections, the VIPC
utilizes the regulating transformer concept of injecting a suitably-phased voltage in
series with each impedance. An auxiliary voltage component is hence added to the
prevailing voltage at the terminals, and therewith the required voltages across the
impedances are correspondingly adjusted. The VIPC is an IPC based on the
principle of voltage injection and hence also referred to as an IPC with Voltage
Injection.

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram and phasor diagram of a VIPC120

Power electronics based IPC and VIPC
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Additional flexibility in the operation of the IPC and VIPC can be obtained by the
utilization of power electronics. While the phase angles of the currents through each
of the two impedances are specified by the phase angles of the applied voltages,
their magnitude can be varied either by adjusting the susceptance values of the
impedances, as in Thyristor Controlled Interphase Power Controllers (TCIPC) or by
varying the magnitude of the voltages across the components, as in Static Voltage
Injection Power Controller (SVIPC). Active and reactive power flow can hence be
varied, by adjusting the magnitude and phase-angle of the phase currents, which is
the sum of the currents through the parallel reactive branches.
In order to study the analyse the behaviour of different IPC configurations, the
mathematical steady state models of both non power electronics based (IPC120,
IPC240, VIPC90, VIPC120) and power electronics based interphase power
controllers (TCIPC120, TCIPC240, SVIPC) were subsequently developed and added
to the existing Matlab simulation tool. The different models were conclusively tested
both separately and in combination with other non conventional devices on simple
test systems.

Fig. 3: Terminal-admittance equation and the corresponding equivalent circuit of IPC120

Figure 3 shows the terminal-admittance equation and the corresponding equivalent
circuit of an IPC120, which is a modified version of the basic IPC (IPC240).
Wind energy generators and their control
Due to the increasing share of wind power in electricity generation, the general power
system operation has to be supported by wind energy generators. After the
investigation of doubly fed induction generators in 2006, the research activities in
2007 were concentrated on simulating synchronous generators with full scale
converters.
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Fig. 4: Synchronous generator with full scale converter

Since this is a common generator concept for modern wind energy generator
systems, the modelling of this new technology becomes necessary. Especially, for
short circuit investigations, the control processes of connected converters are
relevant. Therefore, the dynamics of the capacity of the DC-circuit and the
connecting filter inductance were investigated. The modulation process, e.g. pulse
width modulation, can be neglected, due to the high switching frequencies (>1000
Hz) of the converters. In the case of RMS-simulations only the reference values of
the chosen converter control strategy have to be known. In this context detailed
momentaneous value models of two different converter systems and their control
were implemented. Their general design and the complete functional block diagrams
can be seen in Fig. 5. The grid side converter is controlling the power output of the
synchronous generator, the control signal is the maximum power tracking curve for
the wind mill. The DC-link voltage is controlled by the generator side converter
respectively the boost converter.

Fig. 5: General design and control of two different converter types

Especially the “Fault-Ride-Through” behaviour of synchronous generators was in the
centre of interest. Fig. 6 shows the profiles of the generator and the grid side currents
for a three- phase-fault of 150 ms length.
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Fig. 6: Grid side and generator side currents during a fault (150 ms)
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4.9 Integrated Modeling of Offshore WEC (RP IX)
This project is focused on the development of an integrated modeling approach for
the investigation of the dynamic behavior of an offshore wind energy converter
(OWEC). It provides a flexible framework for the other research activities in ForWind.
In particular, the results and improvements in the wind and wave modeling are
implemented, and their impact on the structural response can be quantified. The
work has been divided into three separate parts with well defined interactions:
Part A consists of the modeling of wave loads and the structural dynamics of the
OWEC. Part B concentrates on the wind loads on the rotor and further structures by
using aeroelastic codes. Part C focuses on the aerodynamics on blades by using
computational fluid dynamics techniques.

Part A: Integral Modeling of the Support Structure Dynamics
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Institute of Fluid Mechanics and Computer Applications in Civil Engineering
Martin Kohlmeier, Thomas Kossel, Abderrahmane Habbar, Werner Zielke

Introduction
The aim of the research project IX is to meet the demand of integral simulation of
offshore wind energy converters (OWEC). The integrated modeling approach is
based on ForWind’s research projects and their development of more or less selfcontained tools providing interfaces for being incorporated in a package of interacting
sub modules.
The realization of an integrated model (IM) has to take into account the diversity of
different processes and process interactions for the analysis of an offshore wind
turbine and its associated sub systems. Part A of this project IX focuses on modeling
the support structure including the environmental loads, the rotor blades’
aeroelasticity and a simplified representation of gear box, generator and control
system. A flexible structure of the integral model is being developed. Its well
designed object-oriented structure with an easily extendable set of models and
interfaces aims to fulfill future demands.

Approach and development status
The basic principles of the integrated model are related to the members of the
ForWind projects and their needs according to their research work and their
simulation tools. Some important aspects are summarized as follows: programs used
by the research teams are of different programming languages, use inhomogeneous
data formats and require fast data exchange in advance or during the simulation
process.
The most important aspect is the realization of model interactions using strategies of
rising complexity that are being developed step-by-step: (i) independent models in
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terms of self-contained tools (ii) iteratively coupled modules with file data exchange
(iii) fully coupled modules with direct data exchange.
During the years 2005 and 2006 the following independent models (i) were
developed being the basis for current integrated modeling:
(i) a.

Simulation tool for evaluation of environmental loads due prescribed regular
waves or sea states using the program WaveLoads (see [1]).

(i) b.

Usage of the aerodynamic loads module AeroDyn (v12.56) [2] in combination
with the modal / multibody dynamics module FAST (v6.01) [3] for the purpose
of comparison with other simulation programs and methods.

(i) c.

Development of tools for visualization purposes (see [4]).

(i) d.

Input data description module for user-friendly software operation (see [5]).

The development of iteratively coupled modules (ii) benefited from the cooperation
with MSC Software Corporation initiated in 2005. The resulting developments have
been as follows [4, 6]:
(ii) a.

Supply of geometric and material data in combination with distributed loads
for elastodynamic analysis with finite element programs (ANSYS®, MD
Nastran®).

(ii) b.

Combination of wave load analysis (WaveLoads) with wind load modeling
(AeroDyn) in multibody OWEC simulations using MD Adams®.

(ii) c.

First experiences in multibody simulations (MD Adams®) consisting of
flexible parts for the representation of jacket structures.

Within the current reporting period 2007 this list has been extended by the following
development:
(ii) d.

Supply of geometric and material data in combination to distributed loads for
elastodynamic analysis with the finite element program Abaqus®.

Finally, first outcome of directly coupled modules (iii) in the integral model approach
can be stated:
(iii) a.

Application of the developed dynamic link library (DLL) of the wave load
module (WaveLoads) combined with the DLL of the wind load module
(AeroDyn) in multibody OWEC simulations using MD Adams® (Fig. 1). In the
same way, the development implies the usage of finite element modeling
framework as well (Fig. 2).

Activities
The integrated model (IM) is being developed in terms of a flexible compound of
modular simulation models combined with control, data base and interface units. The
modular concept enables the independent code development of each research team.
The program is build up in an object oriented language (C++) using the application
development framework Qt® for the development of multi-platform software. Thus,
the integral model will be a graphical user interface based application with graphical
visualization and data base tools [6, 7].
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Current development
Within this reporting period, the development of directly coupled modules has been
initiated with the realization of the dynamic link library of WaveLoads including all
necessary interfaces for its application in commercial multibody simulation software
MD Adams®. The modeling approach depicted in Fig. 3 can also be applied in a finite
element simulation approach. It gives the opportunity to readjust the complexity of
the model as the current status of development of the IM provides three different
modeling strategies: Firstly, with the definition of geometric data and material
properties of the WEC structure it is possible to perform wave load analyses
(WaveLoads) that can be followed by modal or elastodynamic analyses using various
finite element solvers [8]. Secondly, the same modeling can be performed by
including the corresponding DLL providing direct access and ease of use [7]. Thirdly,
it is possible to perform a multibody simulation of the whole offshore WEC giving the
opportunity to use the resulting internal force variables as input values for a more
precise finite element analysis. Furthermore, this fully coupled multibody simulation
can easily be set up with arbitrary designs of OWEC structures offering the
opportunity to do optimization studies.
With increasing amount of integrated sub-modules it is useful to have graphical
assistance available. Here, the integration of DLL based modules in graphical user
interfaces (GUI) provides a user-friendly input data management and data
visualization, refer to [4] for more details.
Future development
The next milestone will be the set-up of a prototype of a 5MW OWEC for analyzing
and optimizing its support structure. For this purpose, the integration of further
modeling and data conversion tools will be necessary. Part B and C of project IX will
give the opportunity to optimize this modeling approach according dynamic stall and
turbulent wind effects. On the basis of the research work of project VII, a reliable
formulation of the interaction mechanism of support structure, foundation and soil has
to be incorporated in the model.

Summary
With the development of the integrated modeling framework, wave load prediction on
offshore support structures can efficiently be performed and directly be linked with
the analysis of the elastodynamic response behavior of the structure. A set of diverse
wave theories including directional sea state modeling can be defined, wind field and
aeroelastic simulation (see part B of project IX) can be included and the analysis can
be applied on arbitrary support structures.
In the future, a more realistic modeling approach including turbulent aerodynamics, in
combination with different wave load strategies will provide the opportunity to quantify
the magnitude of the correlation of wind and waves and its sensitivity on the
structural response behavior of the overall WEC structure.
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Figure 1:

Wind and wave loads acting on an exemplary offshore wind turbine. The coupled
simulation has been performed in a multibody approach using MD Adams, AeroDyn and
WaveLoads (left). Shape of the water wave’s surface elevation estimated with Sobey
wave theory (right) which has been applied in the multibody simulation.
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Figure 2:

Schematic representation of the current integral modeling approach.

Figure 3:

Schematic representation of the software interaction for integral modeling of wind and
waves acting on the offshore WEC. The resulting MD Adams model is dynamically linked
to the environmental load modules AeroDyn and WaveLoads. Its results can be used for
further static or dynamic FE analysis.
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Part B: Modeling of dynamic loads on wind turbines
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Tanja Mücke, Joachim Peinke

Introduction
In order to calculate dynamic loads on a wind turbine's rotor, it is necessary to
simulate the turbulent inflow to the rotor realistically. During the design process of a
wind turbine the turbulent wind fields are normally simulated according to the IEC
Standard 61400-1. In the standards, different simulation methods are described. All
these models are using purely Gaussian statistics. In experimentally measured wind
fields the statistics are not Gaussian but intermittent. That means more extreme
velocity fluctuations occur in the measured wind fields than in the simulated
Gaussian one. We expect that this higher quantity of extreme events leads to larger
fatigue loads on the airfoil.
For that purpose, we want to determine the resulting loads on the wind turbine's rotor
for different wind fields under the application of an aeroelastic simulation code. The
results from intermittent turbulent flows will be compared to those from Gaussian
wind fields.

The aeroelastic code AeroDyn
The dynamic loads on the airfoil can be calculated with the aeroelastic simulation
code AeroDyn [1]. The software is a plug-in type code for interfacing with a number
of dynamics programs. For our research the dynamics program FAST [2] with the
embedded aerodynamic subroutines of AeroDyn will be used. The FAST (Fatigue,
Aerodynamics, Structures and Turbulence) code is a comprehensive aeroelastic
simulator capable of predicting both the extreme and fatigue loads of two- and threebladed horizontal-axis wind turbines. The FAST model employs a combined modal
and multibody dynamics formulation.
When called from the aeroelastic simulation routines, AeroDyn calculates different
forces and moments of airfoil sections along the wind turbine blades, such as
• aerodynamic lift
• drag and
• pitching moment.
From input files and the aeroelastic simulation program, AeroDyn concurrently
gathers information about
•
•
•
•

turbine geometry,
blade-element velocity and location,
operating condition and
wind inflow.

It then uses this information to calculate the distributed loads on the turbine blades.
Several different aerodynamic models are used in AeroDyn, e.g. wake and dynamic
stall models. For our application we use the blade element-momentum theory to
calculate the axial induced velocities from the wake in the rotor plane [3].
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Activities
During the last year some important modules has been prepared for the TP IX:
a) Implementation and usage of the aerodynamic loads module AeroDyn [4] in
combination with the modal / multi-body dynamics module FAST [5].
b) Verification of the including subroutines and the resulting loads.
c) Producing several scenarios by using different wind fields and turbine
properties ( see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).
d) Load calculations for Gaussian wind fields produced by the NREL simulation
code TurbSim [6].
e) Integration of intermittent wind field data generated by a tool using the CTRW
approach developed within TP 1.

Figure 1:

Torque distrubution over the rotor
blade plane of a three-bladed wind
turbine with simulated tower
shadow effects. The inflowing
windfield is homogeneous with
12 m/s.

Figure 2:

Time dependend evolution of a threebladed wind turbine's torque under the
influence of an inflowing Gaussian
turbulent windfield with a mean wind
speed of 12 m/s.

Outlook
Under application of the program FAST with the embedded subroutines of AeroDyn,
we want to calculate the dynamic loads on a wind turbine's rotor blade plane for
different wind inflows. The aim of the project is to localize the emerging loads and to
compare the results for Gaussian and intermittent wind fields. The fatigue loads and
the power output will be investigated statistically.
The second focus lies on localizing the occurring loads taking aeroelastic effects into
consideration. In particular, the impact of dynamic stall and wake effects will be
investigated under the influence of realistic turbulent wind fields. The results of recent
experimental data and Computational Fluid Dynamic simulations (TP IX, Part C) will
be used for this research, especially as intermittent wind fields are expected to lead
to stronger dynamic stall.
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Part C: Numerical Calculation for Aerodynamic Loads in Turbulent
Wind
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Bernhard Stoevesandt, Wided Medjroubi, Joachim Peinke

Motivation
The increasing knowledge on the real structure of wind fields unveils the necessity of
further research in the wind-structure interaction. Strong fluctuations in the wind lead
to increased loads on the wind turbine. Precise, time resolved models to capture the
wind and load characteristics correctly are becoming increasingly important.
Nevertheless, time resolved computational methods for fluid dynamics are still a field
of development. Therefore, advanced methods are being tested and used to gain
generalised knowledge about the flow and the loads on the blades.
The focus lies on the investigation of the dynamic stall. The effect is caused by
sudden wind speed or direction changes as well as by other disturbances of the
incoming flow on the airfoils. The dynamic stall causes sharp fluctuations on lift and
drag on airfoils. Thus higher loads on the blades are induced, causing loads on all
other parts of the turbine.
Calculating the real loads regarding dynamic stall is a broad field for scientific
research. So far, the models rely mainly on wind tunnel measurements for single
airfoil sections or on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. While the first
only allow assumptions on single airfoils for a specific experimental setting, the
disadvantage of the latter is the insufficient resolution of the turbulent effects with
CFD simulations. Thus, CFD calculations have not been used in a broad manner to
investigate dynamic stall. Now the high resolution of spectral elemental methods is
promising enough to resolve turbulent effects in a sufficient way to allow an
investigation of dynamic stall.

Activities
CFD-Simulation using Spectral/HP method
The spectral element (spectral/HP) flow simulation code “nektar” was used to
investigate the characteristics of the flow around an fx79-w151a airfoil section[1][2].
As the evaluation of the code has not been completed, the code has been run using
a direct numerical simulation solver (DNS) at a Reynolds number of Re=5000. Also
some 2D tests for different higher Reynolds numbers have been performed.
Turbulence characteristics and load dynamics along the blade were the main focus of
the research. A first impression of the regions of strong fluctuation gives the plot of
the root mean square error (RMSE) of the flow (Fig. 2). The charateristics of the
loads can be investigated using the cp values along the blade (Fig. 1). These figures
show already at laminar inflow temporal fluctuations of the pressure loads on the tail
of the blade. These characteristsics are compared with results gained by the same
simulation using the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of the code in cooperation with the
DLR in Göttingen.
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Fig. 1:

RMSE of the magnitude of the flow at
laminar inflow, simulated as DNS at
Re=5000

Fig. 2:

Pressure coefficient cp on the
airfoil in average and of a temporal
snapshot on a 2D slice of the
blade.

Simulation of fluctuating inflow
So far mostly a laminar inflow was simulated to verify the method. Now in a second
step the first simulations for fluctuating inflows have been analysed. As the boundary
conditions for such simulations change, different methods are being evaluated at the
time. In a first step the inflow condition was set to a periodic sinusoidal function.
Since in the laminar flow a Karman street like vortex separation occurs in a periodic
manner, the two periods seem to couple causing an increase in loads (Fig. 3). First
tests are being done in 2D simulations. For Re=5000 also for 3D simulations.

Fig. 3:

Lift and drag on the airfoil in laminar
vs. dynamic inflow. The inflow is
sinusoidally changing at an angle of
+/-8° and a frequency of 7.8.

Fig. 4:
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U-velocity of a 2D-ALE simulation
around an airfoil us-ing a sinusoidally
moving airfoil at a frequency of 2 and
a angle of attack changing by +/-8°.
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Outlook
Time resolved CFD simulations reveal a lot of information on temporal loads induced
on airfoils by the flow. Time periods and amplitudes will be a further research topic,
especially focusing on the effects caused by fluctuating inflow. As such effects are
not only expected to appear on such simple setups as a single airfoil section in a
laminar or periodic flow, further research on loads in realistic fluctuating flow or the
simulation of whole blades is planned.
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5 Development Projects

Table 1: List of projects started in 2007

Project ID

Short Title

Started at

E1-07

Evaluation
of
a 01.07.07
measurement technique for
damage detection on rotor
blades of offshore wind
turbines

30.06.08

E2-07

Increase in preload of bolts 01.07.07
in joints of wind turbines by
application of the DISCTM

30.06.08

E3-07

Harmonic Behaviour and 01.07.07
Thermal Load in the Rotor
Winding of Doubly Fed
Induction Generators for
Wind Turbines

30.06.08

E4-07

Turbulence correction of cup 01.08.07
anemometers

31.01.08
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5.1 E1-07 Evaluation of a Measurement Technique for
Damage Detection on Rotor Blades of Offshore Wind
Turbines
Leibniz Universität of Hannover
Institute for Structural Analysis
Stephan Zerbst, Wolf-Jürgen Gerasch, Raimund Rolfes
Partner: HBM - Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik GmbH
Duration: 2007 – 2008

Introduction
Blades of offshore wind turbines are intensively loaded due to dynamical forces.
Recurrently, typical composite damages occur, like delaminations of single layers or
fatigue of layers at the root area of the blades. Compared to airplane wing
constructions for example, structural inspections of turbine blades are fairly rare,
although turbine blades are operating much longer without interruption. Especially
bad weather will obstruct the access to offshore structures. For this reason it is very
likely damages can grow and stay undetected too long.
Therefore embedded Monitoring Systems for structural damage detection are
developed, that on the one hand can help saving and optimizing the structure from
dimensioning on and on the other hand can help achieving the maximum energy
output by reducing and minimizing times of standstill.
Permanent observation of the dynamic behaviour of the blades by embedding
suitable sensor systems will make it possible to detect damages much earlier than
out of rare visual inspections.
A new smart sensor system is currently developed within this project together with
HBM. This system will be tested for damage detection on offshore wind turbine
blades and will be designed for typical composite damage types.

Approach / Activities
Within this project numerical simulations as well as in situ measurements will be
done. First of all the adaption of a detection method which is based on the
proportionality between vibration velocity and maximum dynamic stress is focussed
by intense simulations using a finite element model of a state of the art turbine blade.
It is very important to reveal the dynamic behaviour due to different kind of operating
conditions to later adapt the sensor locations needed. The main challenge will be the
search of the optimal stress sensor location within a very complicated cross section
consisting of several glass fibre layers with different kind of axis orientation.
Additionally the sensitivity of damage detection will be inverstigated this way.
After that in situ measurements on blades will be necessary to transfer the simulated
results into practice.
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Interim Results
First investigations show Eigenmode one and two for flap- and edgewise orientation.

First Eigenmode - flapwise

First Eigenmode - edgewise

Second Eigenmode - flapwise

Second Eigenmode - edgewise

A simulated sweep loading passing the first flapwise Eigenfrequency demonstrates a
rotating movement of the blade after reaching the resonance. The tip of the structure
is tumbling until the damping has dissipated the kinetic energy.

Sweep loading direction and location

Sensor locations for first flapwise mode

The validity of proportionality between tip vibration velocity and root maximum
dynamic stress is given during resonance conditions of a single mode by theory. In
practice this is a fairly unlike scenario because a 3D-strucure like blades response in
a combined way of close eigenmodes. The resonances of the two bending modes
illustrated will be focussed, so the sensor locations will be orientated tightly to these
theoratically locations of maximum dynamic stress and maximum vibration velocity.
The sweep simulations show a given proportionality for a filtered first flapwise
eigenmode:
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Tip vibration velocity

Root maximum dynamic stress
The stress response starts earlier than the velocity response from tip of this blade
with a length of about 40 meters. The quotient between the two maximum values of
stress and velocity will stay constant no matter which load value is applied.

Outlook
Currently measurements are prepared that will document the validity of
proportionality of a blade during lifecycle testings. Strain and acceleration signals will
be redorded and computed to stress and velocity response signals that can be used
to calculate the k-factor. Testing time is planned to take three months, meanwhile the
decrease in structural stiffness could be documented both by the modal parameters
and the proportionality method. This will show how sensitive this approach can react
for the purpose of being a reliable new kind of damage detection system.
After that the application on a turbine in operation will be the next step.
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5.2 E2-07 Increase in Preload of Bolts in Joints of Wind
Turbines by Application of the DISCTM
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Institute for Steel Construction
Peter Schaumann, Stephan Lochte-Holtgreven
Partner: Hytorc - Barabarino & Kilp GmbH, Munich
Duration: 2007 – 2008

Introduction
Preloaded high strength structural bolts are typical of bolted joints in wind turbines
because they are able to transmit highly dynamic forces. These joints are used e.g.
for the connection between rotor blades and hub or in ring flange connections
between steel tower sections. In recent years due to the increase in turbine size and
hub heights causes the dimensions of the ring flange joints and especially the
diameters of the bolts enlarged. As a consequence, in Germany the new DASt-Ri
021 [1] has been released in 2005 regulating bolts up to diameters of 64 mm. To
ensure the safety of preloaded connections with large bolt diameters it is necessary
that the required preload is definitely applied. If not, the fatigue strength of the
connection decreases.
Hydraulic torque tools with reaction arms are generally used for the installation of
bolted connections in wind turbine structures. In Germany the nominal torques which
are necessary for the required preloads are regulated in DIN 18800-7 [2]. The
preload with torque tool and reaction arm also causes shear forces in the thread. The
friction between thread and bolt increases. Although the nominal torque is reached
the existing friction may reduce the effective preload in the bolted connection so that
the fatigue strength is reduced significantly.
The novel Hytorc-DISCTM [3] (see Figure 1) offers the possibility to preload the bolt
without any influence of shear force. It is aimed that the connection is maintenancefree and the required preload of the connection can be guaranteed. In this case the
required torque might be reduced additionally. In the end the DISCTM could make it
possible to optimise the utilisation level of the material strength.

Figure 1:

Hytorc-DISC

TM

Function of the DISCTM
In consideration of the conventional tightening the Hytorc-DISCTM has a thread
segment which prevents simultaneous rotation. During the pretension the preload
increases and the segment moves in axial direction until the adjusted preload of the
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connection is reached. The nut always rotates on the surface of the DISCTM and the
friction between DISC and nut remains constant. The scatter of the friction coefficient
is reduced so that the joint becomes safer. A number of preload tests have been
carried out at the Institute for Steel Construction between July 2007 and June 2008
to investigate the effect of the DISCTM in preloaded bolted joints.
Testing series
Tightening tests with hydraulic torque tool and reaction arm shall show the effect of
the shear forces in conventional preloaded bolted joints. The different test series are
summarised in Table 1. The two series 1 and 2 were carried out till now. The
remaining tests are planned for the remaining time period of the research project.
During all tests the values for friction, torque and preload will be measured.
Table 1:

Testing series

reacti
on
arm

DISC coat

0,70 · fy,b,k

yes

-

0,85 · fy,b,k

yes

-

0,70 · fy,b,k

no

hot-dip galvanised

0,85 · fy,b,k

no

hot-dip galvanised

0,70 · fy,b,k

no

Wessely©

0,85 · fy,b,k

no

Wessely©

bolt set

number
of tests

torque

yield
strength

No.

name

[-]

[Nm]

[-]

1

conventional
M36

15

2

conventional
M36

15

3

M36
DISC

with

15

4

M36
DISC

with

5

M36
DISC

with

6

M36
DISC

with

total:

15
15
15
90

2.800
3.400
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
bolts

fy,b,k = yield strength

In the first series 15 bolted joints without DISCTM have been tightened with the
nominal torque value according to DIN 18800-7 [2]. In the second series 15 bolted
connections without DISCTM have been tightened with an increased torque value.
These tests shall show the effect of higher friction values between thread and nut
caused by higher nominal torque values.
In the remaining test series, 60 bolted joints with DISCTM will be tightened. All tests
will be done for a M36-bolt set. In comparison to the values of test series 1 the torque
of test series 2 will be increased about 20 % for reaching a higher preload. By
applying the Hytorc DISCTM the nominal torque values cannot be transferred for the
test series 3 to 6 because the friction values are different. The torque has to be
detected in preliminary tests.
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Figure 2:

Setup for the preload tests

Test setup
The preload tests will be performed on a ring flange segment of a wind turbine
structure (see Figure 2) at the Institute for Steel Construction. Due to the applied
DISCTM the nominal relations between bolt and thread length (see [4]) are not valid
anymore. Especially the thread lengths of the test series 3 to 6 have to be adjusted to
the DISCTM (see Figure 3).

Figure 3:

Geometric parameters of the different test series

To determine the preload attained in the bolt the stiffness of the different bolts was
measured previously. Figure 4 shows test setup and results of the stiffness
measurements.
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Current results
The total length of the bolts was measured before and after tightening. The
elongation multiplied by the stiffness factor of the bolt delivers the effective preload of
the joint. The torque was measured during the tightening process by the torque tool
SMARTPUMP.
Stiffness measurements (Ln = 215 mm)

Stiffness measurements (Ln = 230 mm)

Figure 4:

Test setup for the determination of the bolt stiffness

In test series 1 the expected preload of 510 kN was reached in ~75% of all cases
under consideration of a statistical spread of 3%. The preload of test numbers 3, 4, 5
and 9 did not reach the expected values. The numerical friction coefficient of the
bolts varies in a range of µmin = 0.0936 (test number 7) and
µmax = 0.1235 (test number 12). Figure 5 gives an overview of the results of test
series 1.

Figure 5:
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Effective preloads and calculated friction coefficients of test series 1
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In contrast to the tightening processes with nominal values (test series 1) the test
with an increased torque does not reach the expected preload of FV,increase = 625
kN. Only six of fifteen test specimens could be tightened with the expected values
(see Figure 6). Additionally to the increased loads the friction coefficients also differ
from the results of the test series 1. As a remarkable result the friction coefficients of
the test specimen which reached the required preload are as high as the results of
test series 1. The friction value of test specimen 16 cannot be taken into account
because the difference of reached to nominal preload is more than 200%. The hotdip galvanized bolt and the MoS2-coated nut were damaged.

Figure 6:

Effective preload and calculated friction coefficients of test series 2

Preliminary tests at the Hytorc Company
For the determination of reference values some test were carried out at Hytorc
Company in November 2007. The reference values were used for the first
determination of calculated friction values of bolted connection with or without
DISCTM. The results can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2:

Test results of the Hytorc Company, Munich, November 2007

system HV
No.

numb
er

nominal
preload

required
torque

µ rech.

reaction
arm

name

[-]

Fv in [kN]

MA in [Nm]

[-]

7

M36 with DISC

1

510

1.840

0,07

no

8

conventional
M36

1

510

2.905

0,11
5

yes

Figure 7 shows the force histories of the two different preload tests of Hytorc.
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Tightening with DISC

Preload [kN]

600

TM

single values:

54
0
48
0
42
0
36
0
30
0
24
0
18
0
12
0
6
00

preload:

Fv

= 511.14 kN

pressure:

P

= 322.06 bar

time:

T

= 93.00 sec

0.0
0

12.0
0

24.0
0

36.0
48.0
Time
0
0 [s]

60.0
0

Tightening w/o DISC

84.0
0

96.0
0

TM

single values:
preload:

Fv

= 511.14 kN

pressure:

P

= 510.36 bar

time:

T

= 87.40 sec

Preload
[kN]

60
0
54
0
48
0
42
0
36
0
30
0
24
0
18
0
12
0
6
00

72.0
0

0.0
0

Figure 7:

12.0
0

24.0
0

36.0 Time
48.0
0
[s] 0

60.0
0

72.0
0

84.0
0

96.0
0

Tightening with torque tool without reaction arm (ser 7: DISCTM) and with reaction arm
(ser. 8: w/o DISCTM)

It can be seen in Figure 7 (right chart) that the preload attained with torque tool and
DISCTM is higher than the preload tightened with hydraulic torque tool and reaction
arm. Based on these results next steps in this development project will be carried
out.

Next Steps
Within the next six months 60 bolts with DISCTM will be tightened. Table 1 gives an
overview of the upcoming test series 3 to 6. During the next tightening tests, the
torque values, the preloads reached and calculated friction values will be measured
and determined. These results shall make it possible to show the effects of friction
and shear force in the attainable preloads of bolted connections.
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5.3 E3-07 Harmonic Behaviour and Thermal Load in the
Rotor Winding of Doubly Fed Induction Generators for
Wind Turbines
Leibniz-Universität Hannover
Institute for Drive Systems and Power Electronics
Dipl.-Ing. Sebastian Tegeler, Dipl.-Ing- Rainer Helmer, Prof. Dr.-Ing- B. Ponick
Partner: LOHER GmbH, Ruhstorf, Rott

Introduction
Doubly fed induction generators are used in large quantities for wind energy
applications. For a speed setting range of 1:2, this generator concept (see fig. 1) just
requires a third of the rated power as converter power. The different load points are
predicted for these generators by using the T equivalent circuit diagram considering
the nonlinear magnetising reactance. For this purpose, the active and reactive power
is preset for the stator, the necessary stator current is determined, and then the
magnetising current is figured out by means of the nonlinear magnetising reactance.
In the following, the required rotor current can be calculated in the T equivalent circuit
diagram according to Kirchhoff’s first law. Since the generator is doubly fed, it is
difficult to determine the magnetising reactance.

Fig. 1:

Doubly Fed Induction Generator concept

The figure to the right shows the noload characteristics measured for
stator and rotor of a doubly fed
induction generator. The rotor fed
characteristic has been converted to
stator variables. It can be noticed that
the saturation behaviour of the two noload characteristics is different and,
depending on whether the required
magnetising reactive power is fed from
the rotor or stator, has a different
influence
on
the
magnetising
reactance. Since this effect is not
considered in conventional calculation
programs, the rotor current cannot be
predetermined precisely so far. As a
86
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consequence, the machines have to be oversized with a safety margin. The
predicted rotor current deviates on average about approx. 5 % and up to 10 % for
capacitive load points. This correlation is explained by the phasor diagrams shown in
fig. 2a and b, where the induced voltage Ur is larger for capacitive load than for
reactive load. As can be seen in fig. 1, the magnetising current increases, too, and
the deviation between the stator and rotor fed characteristics is getting larger. For
this reason, there are larger deviations when predicting the rotor current for
capacitive load than for inductive load.

Fig. 2a:

Phasor diagram,capacitive load

Fig. 2b:

Phasor diagram, reactive load

Interim Results
Within the scope of this project, a method
is developed to allow a more precise
prediction of the magnetising demand of
doubly fed machines [1,2]. The machine
geometry used by the project partner
shows axial cooling channels in the rotor
core, considered in conventional analytical
calculation programs by means of a yoke
relief factor. Tests have proved that this
yoke relief factor depends on the
saturation and must be calculated
correspondingly. For this reason, the
cooling channels (see fig. on the right)
were included in the calculation of the
magnetic circuit in order to determine the
magnetising current. The figure on the right shows an “unwinded” rotor with axial
cooling channels as well as the partial fluxes above, between and below the cooling
channels. With the no-load characteristic derived from this calculation, the rotor
current can be predicted on average with an accuracy of 2.5 %. With this engineering
process, the project partner is also able to make better predictions for the thermal
load in the rotor winding.
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Outlook
After we have optimised the fundamental wave model for a more precise prediction
of the magnetising demand, we will analyse the harmonic behaviour of the current
and voltage in stator and rotor.
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5.4 E4-07: Turbulence Correction of Cup Anemometers
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Mathias Hölzer, Michael Hölling, Joachim Peinke
Partner: Adolf Thies GmbH
Duration: August 2007 – January 2008

Description
The cup anemometer is one of the most used anemometer types in wind energy
applications. Developed in the middle of the 19th century, its dynamic equations are
well understood. This type of anemometer suffers from the so-called overspeeding
effect caused by the asymmetric shape and the rotational inertia of the anemometer.
In this development project a new method of fixed point analysis [1] was applied and
further developed for the turbulence correction of cup anemometers.

Activities
The project continues preliminary measurements and data analysis, performed
earlier in 2007, in more detail. To eliminate the overspeeding effect from the
measured wind speeds, we model the dynamic behavior of the anemometer as a
stochastic Langevin process. The stable fixed points of the system, which can be
derived from estimations of the drift coefficient, yield the unbiased values of the wind
speed. The method is discussed in detail in reference [1] with respect to the
application for power curves of wind turbines (see also section 4.1 (Turbulence
modeling and turbulence interaction)). Figure 1 presents an example for the
derivation of the fixed point from the potential of the drift coefficient.
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Figure 4: Potential of the drift coefficient from a
wind speed measurement. The most stable fixed
point is identified as the minimum of the potential.
The inset shows the drift coefficient plotted against
the wind speed.

Figure 5: Setup for the free field measurements.The
cup anemometer, heat-film and ultrasonic
anemometer are used simultaneously for
comparison of the measurements.

Different tests have been performed to further develop and evaluate the new
approach. First, a series of measurements was carried out in the wind tunnel of the
University of Oldenburg. A motor driven gust generator has been constructed which
allows to generate gusts at frequencies between 0.4 and 1.4 Hz to simulate wind
conditions where the overspeeding effect occurs. Furthermore, a free field
experiment was performed to test the approach under realistic conditions. A heat-film
and an ultrasonic anemometer were additionally used as references in these
measurements, cf. figure 2. It turned out that for the free-field measurements
additional data processing was necessary to account for the intrinsic instationarity of
atmospheric wind speeds.
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Results
The results of the fixed point analysis lead to a substantial improvement in precision
of the cup anemometer measurements in all cases. This emphasizes the potential of
the fixed point approach for applications in measurement engineering. As an outlook,
the identification of more robust and universal parameter sets for the analysis would
need some additional research.
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6 Other Projects
6.1 Decentralized Energy Management (DEMS) Project –
Wind Power and Load Forecast
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Nadja Saleck, Jethro Betcke, Florian Bertsch, Lueder von Bremen, Detlev
Heinemann
Partners: FH Wilhelmshaven, TU Clausthal, Uni Hannover, OFFIS e.V., BTC AG,
EWE AG
Funded by EWE AG
Contracted Period: 2004 – 2008

Introduction
DEMS (Decentralized Energy Management System) is a research project with
several partners participating. It accounts for the development in renewable energies
which lead to more and more decentralised feed in stations. Within this project
ForWind is responsible for wind power and load predictions.
Wind power prediction
The wind power prediction model HUGIN is a physical model thus dependent on
available power curves. Those can be manufacturers' power curves or artificial ones
which are constructed statistically and only depend on installed power. HUGIN was
applied to 11 wind farms in the north-westerly region of Germany in order to evaluate
both approaches regarding forecast quality. Results show only minor differences in
the root mean squared errors (RMSE) leading to the conclusion that in this context
artificial power curves are an appropriate substitute to manufacturers' ones.
The wind power prediction model HUGIN was set up for automatic calculation of wind
power predictions every six hours (see Section 7.1). In the context of DEMS, this
system was adapted to the EWE relevant region. Corresponding wind power
forecasts and uncertainties are regularly being made available to the EWE.
In addition to HUGIN, a statistical wind power prediction model based on a Neural
Net is applied to data of the EWE region. Wind power forecast error smoothing within
a wind farm was investigated. Error smoothing is well-known for large areas due to
balancing effects of uncorrelated forecast errors. Similar effects can arise when
Neural Net training algorithms are applied to data of each single turbine separately
instead of mean values. The results of the analysis of one wind farm in North-WestGermany show only very small error smoothing effects. Furthermore the access and
integration of observed wind speed data into the Neural Net algorithms did not
improve the predictions for this special wind farm. Nevertheless wind speed data stay
an important control and reference parameter.
The quality of wind power forecasts strongly depends on the weather situation. On
the other hand knowledge of the current weather situation can contribute to develop
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situation specific forecasts. This is promising especially for shortest term predictions
in the range of up to a few hours. For this purpose cluster analysis was applied to
500 hPa hight level fields over Europe which leads to a classification of different
weather situations. Corresponding sea level pressure fields reveal seven winter
weather clusters (Fig. 1). They range from high meridional pressure gradients thus
strong west wind patterns (cluster 1) to pronounced high pressure systems (cluster 2
and 5) and northerly wind situations (cluster 7) over North Germany. First
investigations show potential for improvement concerning shortest-term wind power
forecasting, at least for some weather situations in winter.

Figure 1:

Sea level pressure fields (hPa) over Europe. Depicted are the cluster mean values of
seven different clusters. This classification was done by a cluster analysis (k-means
algorithm) of the 500hPa levels in the winter half year.

Load Forecasting
An accurate prediction of the electricity demand is essential for both the economical
and technical planning of the electricity production.
Until recently the electricity production was highly centralised and it was sufficient to
predict the user load only for larger regions, typically the size of a distribution grid.
These predictions are usually carried out by an experienced expert aided with some
computer tools. However, with the increasing shares of decentralised energy
production, grid management requires user load predictions for smaller subgrids. The
large number of subgrids requires the automation of the prediction process.
Therefore Forwind is developing the software package ProLa in the DEMS context.
ProLa uses historical data to establish empirical relationships between user load and
so-called exogenous parameters, i.e. external factors that influence the user load.
The predictable 'calender' quantities such as the hour of day, day of the week and
holidays, can be taken into account fairly easily by dividing the data in different
categories. Establishing the relationship between weather parameters, such as
temperature and solar irradiance, is more challenging. The user load depends not
only on the current weather, but on the weather in the recent past and even on the
anticipated weather in the near future.
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By establishing a direct relationship between the user load at one particular hour of
the day and all known points of a one or two day time series of the weather
parameters would lead to an underdetermined system and instable predictions.
Application of the statistical method Principle Component Analysis can remove
redundancy from the time series of exogenous datasets, thereby reducing the
number of free parameters. For example 24 hourly temperature values can
effectively be described by three to four parameters (Figure 2).
A second limitation of the simple deterministic approach is the presence of trends,
such as caused by the increase in the use electrical appliances. To take this effect
into account it is being investigated if the results can be improved by considering
autocorrelation effects.

Figure 2:
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Diurnal temperature cycle of a site in Northern Germany at May 19th 2005. Although the
temperature on this day has a very strong temporal gradient it can be described
effectively by only four Principal Components.
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6.2 Deutscher Windmonitor – German Wind Monitor:
Characterization and Prediction of the Wind Field
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Jinhua Jiang, Lueder von Bremen, Detlev Heinemann
Partners: ISET e.V., Uni Kassel
Funded by the Ministry for Environment and Nuclear Safety (BMU), Berlin
Contracted Period: 2007-2008 (subcontracted by ISET e.V.)

Introduction
For the save grid integration of fluctuating wind power accurate predictions of expected wind power are required by Transmission System Operators. In this project
ForWind is contracted to provide forecasted wind fields which are corrected with insitu wind observations from met masts. The correction of wind fields is necessary as
Numerical Weather Predictions (NWP) may suffer from phase-shifts in forecasts and
very local developments like strong depression. Forecast of the Lokalmodell (LM)
(now COSMO-EU) of the German Weather Service (DWD) are used.

Results in 2007
WMEP (Wissenschaftliches Mess- und Evaluierungsprogramm) wind speed
observation data are analyzed, and spatial correlation coefficients among stations
are obtained (Fig. 1). This information is required to define structure functions in the
data assimilation that will be carried out at a later stage, i.e. the weight of each
observation to correct the NWP background decreases obviously with distance from
the observational site.

Fig.1:

Correlation coefficient of 10m wind speeds among observation sites

LM forecast data in Grib format are decoded, and the wind speed is horizontally and
vertically interpolated to the observations. Figure 2 (left) shows the root mean square
error of LM forecasts verified with WMEP observations. The difference between the
site with the smallest and largest forecast error is about 1.5m/s. Figure 2 (right)
shows the disagreement (RMSE) between DWD analysis and the WMEP measureAnnual Report 2007
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ments. MOS (Model output statistics or bias correction) have not been applied yet to
improve the agreement between oberservation and DWD analysis.

Fig.2:

RMSE of LM 10m wind speed forecasts (left) and analysis (right) at 44 WMEP sites that
are used as verification. The red line is the average RMSE error.

Depending on observational data, fronts are detected using two methods, ‘spatial
distribution of wind gradient’ and ‘wind speed time tendency’. In total 54 cases
(fronts) are detected in 2004 from the observations. In particular in these situations a
phase shift correction may improve the following short-term forecast. The horizontal
displacement vector is computed using a cost function that measures the difference
between forecasted wind speeds and observed wind speeds. If necessary the forecast field is displaced. Figure 3 shows that the correction of phase shifts has a small
benefit at short time steps and an increasing benefit at larger time steps, i.e. phase
errors become more important with longer lead-time and are worth to correct.
In a later stage only one displacement per forecast run will be computed (e.g. for
forecast step +3h) and this displacement will be applied to all following time steps to
make a real-time application. Depression will be considered through a simple approach in data assimilation, i.e. integrate the WMEP observations into the DWD LMforecasts.

Fig.3:
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RMSE of LM model 10m wind speed forecasts against lead time at 44 sites in Germany.
The green line is with horizontal displacement (phase correction) of the LM forecast and
the green line is the (original) LM forecast. The difference is in red. Note that the
displacement was computed for each forecast step individually and is not reflecting a
real-time application.
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6.3 WISENT - Wissensnetz Energiemeteorologie
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Thomas Petroliagis, Ulf Graewe, Lueder von Bremen, Detlev Heinemann
Partners: Offis, German Aerospace Center (DLR), Meteocontrol GmbH, Uni
Oldenburg (EHF),
Funded by the Ministry for Environment and Nuclear Savety (BMU), Berlin
Contracted Period: 2006-2008
WISENT (Wissensnetz Energiemeteorologie) is the German “Knowledge Net Energy
Meteorology”. It is a National Project to the information-technically optimized cooperation of organizations, promoted by the Federal Ministry of Education and
Research, which operate research and development within the range of energy
meteorology. The emphasis is thereby on renewable energies which depend in
particular on the weather and provide the fundamental concept of energy
meteorology.
One of the main work packages has been the local implementation and validation of
the WRF (Weather Research & Forecasting) Model (www.wrf-model.org) on a high
performance computing cluster, comprising a total of 188 CPU cores, connected
using Gigabit Ethernet and InfiniBand technology. This work has been carried out at
ForWind. A close collaboration with Offis AG that operates the computing cluster was
established.
WRF is a mesoscale model, suitable for research and operations, having capabilities
to run on a variety of platforms, either serially or in parallel, with or without
multithreading. During WRF initial validation and verification tests, different model
configurations were examined. Nested one-, two- or three-way formulations of WRF
with its inner grid to take values as low as 1 km were configured and run in a single
or multithreading environment. Performance tests and benchmarks have been
running to find the optimal number of processors and threads for optimal use of the
computing facilities.
The link of dynamical downscaling with WRF and the use in energy meteorology is
established through short-term wind power forecasting. Predictions of wind power
became an essential tool for Transmission System Operators (TSO) for save grid
integration of wind energy in power supply systems with high shares of wind power,
e.g. Germany (21GW wind power capacity).
WRF forecasts provide the input for ForWind’s HUGIN wind power prediction
platform (see under Available Products in this report). Daily WRF runs for March,
April & May (MAM) 2007 period were performed with a forecast horizon of up to 48
hours, based on the NCEP analysis cycle of 00 UTC (initial & boundary fields).
Analysis and forecasts of NCEP (National Center for Environmental Preditions,
U.S.A.) are freely available and can be downloaded through the Internet. NCEP
products have a horizontal resolution of 0.5°, which corresponds to 55km x 35km
over Germany.
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A two-way nesting was employed in the WRF downscaling, utilizing two domains.
The outer (coarse) domain was configured with a 45 km grid resolution, while the
inner domain (covering Germany) had a resolution of 15 km (ratio parent to child
3:1). The set of WRF physical parametrization schemes used during MAM 2007
integrations can be found in Table 1.
Table 1:

Physical parametrization schemes used for spring 2007 WRF integrations
Microphysics

WRF Single-Moment (WSM) 3-class simple ice scheme

Cumulus
parametrization

Kain-Fritsch (new ETA) parametrization scheme

Planetary
Boundary
(PBL)

Yonsei University Scheme (YSU): Nonlocal-K scheme with
an explicit entrainment layer and parabolic K profile in
unstable mixed layer

Layer

Shortwave
radiation

Dudhia scheme. A simple downward integration allowing for
efficient cloud and clear-sky absorption and scattering

Longwave
radiation

Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) scheme. An
accurate scheme using look-up tables for efficiency.
Accounts for multiple bands, trace gases, and microphysics
species

As a next step, wind fields at different levels in the planetary boundary layer (PBL)
were transformed to HUGIN format and then introduced into HUGIN. The obtained
wind power forecast for Germany are verified against observed total wind power
generation. The root mean square error (RMSE) of the wind power forecasts is computed and plotted against lead time. As a control, Hugin is also run with NCEP forecasts. Both wind power predictions are bias corrected.

Figure 1:

Hugin wind power forecast quality (RMSE) using WRF and NCEP forecast spring 2007

Figure 1 shows that although WRF (HUGIN) forecasts suffer from a strong spin up
error, a better guidance for most of the 48 hour forecast interval can be provided.
Further experiments and longer time periods will be computed to demonstrate the
strength of the mesoscale downscaling with WRF for better wind power forecasts.
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6.4 POW’WOW - Prediction of Waves, Wakes and Offshore
Wind
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Lüder von Bremen and Abha Sood
Type : EU Project (FP 6), Coordination Action
Partners : 3 Universities, 8 Research Labs, 1 Industry Partner
Duration: 1 October 2005 - 30 September 2008

Introduction
Currently, a number of research projects are underway on the European and national
level in the fields of short-term wind power forecasting, offshore wind and wave
resource prediction, and offshore wakes in large wind farms. The purpose of this
Action is to co-ordinate the activities in these related fields, to spread the knowledge
gained from these projects among the partners and colleagues, and to start the work
on some roadmaps for the future. Therefore, the leaders of research projects are
assuming the function of a multiplier towards the larger research and user
community. Additionally, in the fields of short-term forecasting and offshore energy
resource, Expert Groups will be formed to act as the central focus point for external
stakeholders (e.g. the EU commission). The liaison with other groups will also include
groups outside of Europe.

Activities
To facilitate the spread of knowledge, a number of workshops are planned, being
smaller and more focused on their topics than the usual conferences. In order to
include more researchers from the new and accession states, they can get travel
grants paid from the project. Wake Measurement and Modelling Workshop due to
take place in June 2008 will be organized by ForWind at Oldenburg.
One issue hampering the progress is the difficulty of getting access to good data. In
most cases, data on offshore wind or power is strictly confidential. The set-up of two
Virtual Laboratories, one for offshore wake modelling and one for short-term
forecasting is addressing this problem and shall enhance the discussion about new
scientific methods and strategies for wake modelling and short-term forecasting.
In addition a review paper on “Offshore wind resource assessment in European
Seas, state-of- the –art. A survey within the FP6 "POW’WOW" Coordination
Action Project” has been presented both at the EWEC and the EGU meetings and
a “Guideline for Offshore Wind Resource Benchmarking” is under preparation.

Outlook
This Coordination Action is ultimately expected to support preparation of next actions
such as a Network of Excellence or an Integrated Project, connecting many
additional partners within the European Research Area.
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6.5 ModObs
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Abha Sood, Kay Suselj, Detlev Heinemann
Type : EU Project (FP 6), Marie Curie – Research and Training Network
Partners : 2 Universities, 7 Research Labs, 2 industry
Duration: 1 January 2006 - 31 September 2009

Introduction
Since local long term surface wind climatology is essential for the wind resource
assessment and only a few suitable measurements are available, the low resolution
long term reanalysis data is widely used. In addition, climate simulation data can be
used to determine the past and future intra- and inter-annual wind variability and
trends. In view of the strong increase in industrial exploitation of the North Sea region
in North-West Europe, this study addresses some important issues related to the
detailed climatology of the 10m wind speed.

Activities
The North Sea 10m wind speed (WS10) climate for the 59 years (1948 - 2006) period
is examined by relating the long time series of low resolution NCEP reanalysis data
with two shorter high resolution ECMWF operational analysis (2001-2006) and WRF

Figure 1: The correlation coefficients between the NCEP reanalysis and WRF (nested inner 3km,
2004-2006) (left) and ECMWF (40km, 2001-2006) (right) WS10
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simulation (2004-2006) data sets. The ability of the low resolution data to represent
the realistic surface wind conditions over the North Sea is examined. The variability
of the daily WS10 is quite well represented by the low resolution data set due to high
spatial coherency of the WS10 over the sea, whereas the magnitude and the detailed
structure close to the coast cannot be resolved in the low resolution data. The largest
differences between the low and high resolution wind speeds are expected close to
the coast, where the wind speed may deviate due to the strong gradients in forcing
as well as through the formation of local circulation patterns (Fig 1, left).
The modes of surface wind speed variability and the relationship of the wind speed to
the large scale circulation patterns are investigated next along with the observed
trend towards higher wind speeds and changes in the wind speed distribution,
especially in the higher percentiles.

Figure 2: The first and second row: the mean SLP anomaly for the days of high (first row) and low
(second row) first three PCs of wind speed. The third and fourth row: same as the first
and second row, only for T2M instead of SLP. The fields are in the units of their standard
deviation.
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The relation of the surface wind climate over northern Europe to the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO), which is described by the pressure gradient anomaly between the
North-West Europe (usually Iceland) and South-West Europe (usually Azores) is well
examined. The NAO is known to have the pronounced effect on the surface climate
over the northern Europe, especially during the winter season. The weather in the
winter season over north Europe is described by the large scale patterns far better
than in the summer where the regional heating will produce disturbances modifying
the large scale circulation. NAO index (NAOI) is well correlated with the wind speed
above northern Europe. It is well documented that the increase of the NAOI over the
past half century has lead to an increase of winter wind speeds over Europe. Also the
alternative regional spatial Sea Level Pressure (SLP) patterns (Fig. 2, first and
second row) which are shown to have the most dominant influence on the wind
speed variability of the North Sea are investigated. Another alternative is to relate the
surface wind speeds to other large scale fields such as the surface temperature
(T2M) (Fig. 2, third and fourth row) which is however an inferior predictor of the
regional surface field compared to SLP.
For the first and the second PC
of the WS10 anomaly, all the
distribution measures show a
positive trend especially during
the winter period. This implies
that the wind distribution is
getting broader. The 90 to 10
and
95
to
5
percentile
differences for the wind field
distribution imply an increase in
the length of the extreme tails.
-1

Table 1: Linear trends in statistical measures (in units yr ). The significant values on 1% confidence
levels are in bold.

Outlook
After investigating and downscaling the large scale circulation patterns of the NCEP
reanalysis data which represents globally gridded measurements, to gain confidence
and estimate errors, they will be related to the corresponding pattern in the global
climate model simulations. Thereafter the plausible future climate scenarios will be
investigated to estimate the expected trend in wind climatology including the extreme
values.
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6.6 GROW – Grouted Connections for Offshore Wind
Turbine Structures
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Institute for Steel Construction
BMU project, 2006 - 2009
Co-Partners: Germanischer Lloyd Industrial Services GmbH, Hamburg, SIAG
Anlagenbau Finsterwalde GmbH, Finsterwalde and Heijmans Oevermann
Verwaltungs GmbH, Münster
The research project “GROW” - Grouted Connections for Offshore Wind Turbine
Structures is funded by the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU), which is represented by the Projektträger
Jülich (PTJ). GROW started in October 2006 and will end in September 2009. During
this period the bearing behaviour of grouted connections of offshore wind turbine
support structures is investigated at different limit states. Therefore, several small
scale tests have been carried out to investigate the axial force capacity. In addition
large scale bending tests will be performed at the laboratories in Hannover.
Monopiles with grouted connections will be one type of the support structures in the
upcoming German Offshore Wind Projects inside and outside the twelve miles
nautical zone. In comparison to other parts of the monopile the grouted connection is
a quite expensive detail. A cost reduction of this construction detail becomes more
and more decisive in the competition with other support structure solutions.
The conclusions and results of the former ForWind - Project “TP V: Forecast of
Fatigue Life of Support Structures of Offshore Wind Energy Conversion Systems”
were used as basis for “GROW”. The test-setup from the ForWind - Project TP V was
modified. The test frame will be used for large scale tests with different materials and
geometric properties. The overlap length between monopile and transition piece and
the material strengths of the used grout mortars will be downscaled significantly.
National and European companies support the research work by providing
measurement data, grout materials and design know-how.
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6.7 Partner in the EU-Project ‘Pushing Offshore Wind
Energy Regions’ (POWER)
Carl von
Oldenburg

Ossietzky

University

of

Institute of Physics
Moses Kärn
2004 – 2007

Description
POWER is a project in the EU-Interreg III B Programme North Sea Region financed
through the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).
POWER creates a North Sea competence network for offshore wind energy.
POWER unites North Sea regions with an interest in supporting and realising the
economic and technological potentials of offshore wind energy. The project assesses
environmental and planning as well as acceptance issues of offshore wind farms,
supports the development of a reliable supply chain for the sector, and elaborates
skills development measures. 37 organisations take part, with representatives from
Germany, the UK, Denmark, the Netherlands and Belgium. Transnational cooperation between these regions is creating a North Sea competence network for
offshore wind energy.
POWER has an overall budget of about 3,5 million Euro. The exact duration is from
July 01, 2004 to Sept. 30, 2007. It is managed by the Bremerhavener Gesellschaft
für Investitionsförderung und Stadtentwicklung mbH (BIS) on behalf of the Bremen
Senator für Bau, Umwelt und Verkehr. Additionally, the coastal regions are
represented by the transnational part-ners: Suffolk County Council (UK), Kop en
Munt (NL – withdrawal in Oct. 2006), EU Vest (DK) and Port of Oostend (B).
POWER activities are divided into four subprojects (‘work packages’):
WP 1: Planning and Participation: The planning and participation workstream intends
to improve the integration of the different planning systems in the Member States
bordering the North Sea. Its aim is to give insight in possible improvements in the
decision-making and implementation process for offshore wind farms (OWF), and to
harmonize planning and information strategies.
WP 2: Economic Support / Supply Chain: Supply chain analysis will be conducted,
and available facilities in the North Sea Offshore Wind Regions will be mapped.
WP 3 Education: The objective of this part of the POWER project is to establish the
needs of the offshore wind sector for specialists and skilled workers for the complete
supply chain, in order to develop qualification and further training courses.
WP 4 Dissemination: The forth Work Package focuses on the dissemination of
gathered knowledge both between the project partners and beyond, by means of
mailing actions, a website, a newsletter and a travelling or simultaneous exhibition in
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all participating regions. Finally, the setting up of a new Offshore Wind Energy
Information Centre in will be supported.

Approach / Activities
ForWind is formally the associated partner to the junior research group IMPULSE at
the Institute for Chemistry and Biology of the Marine Environment (ICBM) at the
University of Oldenburg. As such we have moved in their position in work package 3.
Partners involved in WP 3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University of Applied Sciences Bremen, DE
University of Applied Science Bremerhaven, DE
ForWind – Center for Wind Energy Research, University of Oldenburg, DE
Bremerhaven Labour Ltd., DE
The Senator for Labour, Women, Health, Youth and Social Affairs, Free State of
Bremen, DE
Delft University of Technology, NL
Energy Research Centre Netherlands (ECN), Petten, NL
Hogeschool In Holland, Alkmaar, NL
ROC Kop van Noord Holland, Den Helder, NL
New and Renewable Energy Centre, Blyth, UK
Offshore Center Denmark (OCD), Esbjerg, DK

Main outputs of WP 3
•
•
•
•

Overview of basic necessities and requirements
Vocational training
Summer school and MBA/BBA Education
Dissemination / transnational answers

ForWind is basically involved in the development and the organization of a summer
school and the development of MBA/BBA curriculae. As part of the WP3 team
ForWind is also contributing to the other outputs.

Results and next steps
ForWind has been actively involved in the following activities:
2005: The organization and realization of an internal information exchange
programme in Den Helder.
2005/2006: Development of a concept for a summer school. The organization and
realization has taken place in 2006. The “Offshore Summer School 2006” was held
on September 04 to 09, 2006 in Bremen and Bremerhaven. The summer school was
organized in cooperation with 14 partner organizations, where ForWind, together with
fk-wind (Bermerhaven), took over a leading role.
2006/2007: After the dismissal of the project management of the WP3 the sub project
was without leadership during the second half of 2006. As a consequence of this all
the Dutch partners, i.e. the TU Delft, have been without formal affiliation to the project
and without budget. Until the new WP3 manager could be installed and the
involvement of TU Delft re-installed, Moses Kaern (ForWind) took over the position
as “speaker” of WP3 to run the most important issues.
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But because of these serious interruptions in project management many action items
could not be realized. Most prominently, conceptual work on BBA/MBA modules
could not be started since it was under the guidance of TU Delft.
2007: Results of the POWER-project were presented at the final conference in June
14 to 15, 2007 at Bremerhaven. A final report is available on DVD.
2007 Follow-up: An application for a follow-up project is currently under way.
Links
www.offshore-power.net
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6.8 Postgraduate Continuing Studies Programme “Wind
Energy Technology and Management”
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Moses Kärn , Christoph Schwarzer
Partners: Windenergie-Agentur Bremerhaven/Bremen e. V. (Nicole Kadagies); and
Stadt Oldenburg – Wirtschaftsförderung (Roland Hentschel)
Duration: 2004 –

Description
ForWind has been cooperating with Windenergie-Agentur Bremerhaven/Bremen e.V.
(WAB), the City Council of Oldenburg, and numerous partners from research,
education, industry, and businesses in the field of wind energy to develop a part-time
study programme as further academic education for professionals.
In August 2006 the first (pilot) course has started, the second has started in
September 2007 and will continue until June 2008. Both courses were fully booked
with 24 students. The third course is currently in preparation, and applications are
possible until June 1, 2008.
Originally public funding has been provided for the development phase (concept and
design of the course) and for the pilot phase (development, testing, and market
launch) by Regionale Arbeitsgemeinschaft Bremen/Niedersachsen (RAG), Regionale
Innovationsstrategie Weser-Ems (RIS). The project is sponsored by EWE AG, GE
Energy, Bremer Landesbank, and wpd think energy GmbH & Co. KG.

Approach/Activities
The further education programme is addressed to experts with academic training in
the field of wind energy as well as to ones who want to enter it: engineers, lawyers,
technicians, business people, managers, etc. It aims to bring together an
multidisciplinary group of people similar to those that are working on projects in the
“real world”. The programme offers comprehensive systematic understanding of wind
energy projects from scientific grounds to technical, legal and economic realisation,
as well as skills in planning and project management.
The programme is especially designed to fit the requirements of professionals. It
comprises self organised studying of reading materials, a two-day seminar once
every month, and ongoing project work in teams. The total duration of the
programme is eleven months. It is intended to be short but intensive. A certificate will
be issued by the University of Oldenburg upon successfully passing of the
examinations.
The curriculum of the programme has been developed on the basis of a qualification
requirement study and in close cooperation with an advisory committee of experts
from leading institutions and businesses. A full list of partners involved can be found
on the web page given below.
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The introduction of the programme into the market was accompanied by intensive
marketing activities, and was supported by regional politics and economic developers
with wind energy being an important regional economic factor.

Workshop on qualification needs and possibilities in the wind energy sector. Windcareer job fair at the
Husum Wind 2007.

ForWind has also partnered with the Windenergie-Agentur Bremerhaven/Bremen
e.V. to set up a workshop format that informs about qualification needs and
possibilities in the wind energy sector. This workshop was first organised for the
Jobmesse Erneuerbare Energien at Gelsenkirchen and, agein, at the windcareer job
fair at the Husum Wind fair 2007.

Results
With two fully booked course cycles and a rising demand for the third course the
programme has reached a strong position in the market. Feedback from participants
and external experts is highly positive. The programme has been awarded second
place at the NordWest Award 2007.

Second prize awarded at the Second prize awarded at the NordWest-Award 2007: the prize is handed
over by Dr. Stephan-Andraes Kaulvers, CEO of the Bremer Landesbank (first from left),
and Christian Wulff, Premier of the state of Lower Saxony (first from right), to Nicole
Kadagies (WAB, second from right) and Moses Kärn (ForWind, second from left).
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Sponsored by the Bremer Landesbank, the NordWest Award is granted to projects
that have a highly positive effect on the Northwest Region and contribute to the
promotion of its identity. With a record high number of applications reaching 122 this
prize achieved a very high response.
The jury is assembled with influential persons of politics, economy, and culture, the
presidency changing between the premiers of the states of Lower Saxony, Christian
Wulff, and the Freie Hansestadt Bremen, Jens Börnsen.
The programme „Windenergietechnik und –management“ was rewarded second
place, because it is seen as an innovative continuing study programme that strongly
supports the region’s competences in wind energy. Through its innovative concept
and integration of numerous well-known experts from the field the programme sets
new standards in continuing education. Establishing continuing education for experts
on an academic level in the region helps preventing experts from moving away for
their career development. Also, it was honoured that the programme was realized by
a cooperation of public and private partners: Windenergie-Agentur
Bremerhaven/Bremen (WAB), the Center for Wind Energy Research of the
Universities of Oldenburg and Hannover, the Forschungs- und Koordinierungsstelle
Windenergie at the University of Applied Science Bremerhaven, the Endowed Chair
of Wind Energy at the University of Stuttgart, and the Overspeed GmbH & Co. KG.

Next Steps
Termination of second course: June 2008.
Start of third course: September 2008 (application deadline June 1st, 2008).
Link
A full overview of the programme, its contents and partners is provided at:
www.windstudium.de
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6.9 ForWind Course of Lectures
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Elke Seidel

Description
In summer term of 2006 ForWind started to organize a public course of lectures
concerning different, predominantly technical aspects in the field of wind energy.
This course of lectures offers students, employees of the University of Oldenburg and
colleagues of other institutes or business companies as well as interested private
persons to inform themselves about various subjects and discuss them with invited
experts.
The participation is growing and a mailing list was set up to distribute information
made available by the speakers.
The course of lectures for summer term 2008 is in preparation.
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6.10 Symposium Decentralised Energy Systems
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Elke Seidel

Description
The aim of this international symposium was to bring together scientists and
engineers with stakeholders from politics and industry on a European level to
promote a successful mutual exchange on “Integrating Renewable Energy
Technologies in Tomorrow’s Energy Supply”. It was organized by ForWind, the
Center for Wind Energy Research, in cooperation with the Assembly of European
Regions (AER) and has especially addressed the European perspective of
decentralised energy systems. Approximately 140 experts attended the symposium
to see the 23 presentations.
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6.11 EU Study on GIL Application to Connect Offshore
Wind Farms
Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg
Institute of Physics
Anneke Müller
Type: EU project
Duration: 2006-2009
Partners: Siemens high-voltage Power Transmission and Distribution, Submarine
Cable & Pipe (a company of the Bohlen & Doyen group).

Description
The project under the leadership of ForWind will be funded with 50% by the EU
Commission in the field of European Network – Energy report (TEN-E) over a period
of three years (01.10.2006 - 30.09.2009).
The study has a total budget of 2.1 million Euros and is carried out by ForWind the
Center for Wind Energy Research of the Universities Oldenburg and Hannover,
Siemens high-voltage in the sector Power Transmission and Distribution and
Submarine Cable & Pipe (a company of the Bohlen & Doyen group).
Aim of this project is to investigate the possibilities to build a pan-North Sea power
grid based on Gas Insulated Transmission Lines (GIL) that connects Denmark,
Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, France and Great Britain. The GIL technique
allows the transfer of large shares of power over long distances.
When European cities like Hamburg, Rotterdam and London and offshore wind parks
are connected through the GIL, the problem of fluctuating wind power can be
reduced to a minimum without additional storage technology.
In general the power exchange between all North Sea States will be eased which
leads to the development of an enhanced European energy market.
This feasibility study is split in three parts:
1.

General conditions including technical and legal aspects

2.

Technical requirements for project execution

3.

Economical and ecological aspects

The main goals of the study are the further development of regenerative energy, the
improvement of system stability, and reliability of supply, the balance of local power
generation, and the improvement of the transmission network. The project is split into
network analysis, GIL laying procedures, ecological and economical aspects,
installation requirement, and costs.
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6.12 EU Study on Grid Integration of Offshore Wind Farms
Using Gas-Insulated Transmission Lines (GIL)
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Institute of Electric Power Systems, Division of Power Supply
Benjamin Hühnerbein, Christian Rathke, Markus Siebert, Lutz Hofmann

Description
The research activities on the GIL study in 2007 are divided into the following main
topics
• Prognosis of the offshore wind energy development
• Analysis of the offshore conditions, e.g. wind curves, grid connection
• Influence of wind power and electricity trading on the 380-kV-onshore-grid
• Description and thermal modeling of possible GIL systems

Activities
Prognosis of the offshore wind energy development
The first research activity on the GIL project was the identification of existing and
planned offshore wind farms and the offshore targets in different European countries.
The countries considered were Germany, Denmark, the Netherlands, France,
Sweden, Norway, Ireland, Spain and the United Kingdom. The location of the
identified sites, as well as their spatial dimension, were visualised by the software
Google Earth Pro. The research is based on existing studies and data published by
developers, manufacturers, network operators and licensing authorities.
The first step was to determine the status quo. Today only 23 European offshore
wind farms with a total installed power of 925 MW are in operation and supplying
energy to the grid. Furthermore 8 projects are in the construction phase and will soon
generate approximately 720 MW more electric power. In Germany only two wind
mills are located close to the shore with an installed power of 9 MW.
In the next step, the future offshore expansion was analysed on basis of developer
publications and information published by the licensing authorities. Overall 210
European offshore projects with a nominal power of nearly 116 GW could be found
during this step of research, whereas the current state of 61 projects is ambiguous.
Subtracting this uncertain data, the European offshore wind farms may probably
reach a total installed power of approximately 45 GW in 2020, under the assumption,
that the developers are able to realize their plans. Currently 37 of these projects are
already licensed by the concerned administrations and additional 81 applications
(mainly in the Netherlands) are submitted to the appropriate authorities. An overview
of plans found for offshore wind power capacity is given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1:

Planned and realized capacities of offshore wind in Europe on basis of developer plans

As a result great uncertainties were found in respect of realistic forecasts of the
future situation. Because of that, the last step was to verify how realistic these
developer plans are. For that purpose different existing studies ([1], [2], [3], [4]) were
analysed and compared.
This research has lead to the perception that developers had estimated the future
situation too optimistic and therefore have made plans which are much too high for
realization. A new study [1] came to the conclusion that all European wind mill
producers have construction capacities for a maximum of 4000 MW until 2012 what
is less than half times of the planned offshore wind power capacity in this space of
time (See Table 1). This implies that the expansion of offshore wind power will be
carried out slower than expected and will take several more years to complete.
Anyhow it must be anticipated that enough offshore power will be erected in future to
legitimate a grid connection with high energy transmission lines.
Table 1

Year

Different forecasts for the expansion of offshore wind power in MW in Ger-many for the
year 2020 compared to construction capacity of European wind mill industry ([1], [2], [3],
[4], own calculation)

Developer
DENA
plans

Deutsche
WindGuard

Deutsche
WindGuard

“Optimistic
development”

“Cautious
development”

Construction
capacity

2010

3,179

5,439

2,050

1,100

max. 2,000

2015

21,765

9,793

7,200

5,000

max. 4,000
(2012)

2020

27,896

20,358

15,000

12,000

-
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Analysis of the offshore conditions
Due to the complex legal framework in some countries, especially in Germany, a lot
of planned offshore sites are located far from the coast (up to 200 km). Combined
with the possibility that some of these wind farms could reach a total rated power of
1,000 MW or even more, a solution with conventional AC transmission with XLPEcables is impossible in many cases. In addition, the claim of the German authorities
is to realize the grid connection in the North Sea only with a few cable routes to take
care of the sensitive Wadden Sea (yellow and orange lines in Figure 2). Therefore it
is essential to realize a common grid connection of several wind farms with high
power transmission lines. This leads to the idea of a common offshore grid of spatial
distributed wind farms, which could possibly provide a more balanced power output
and e.g. minimize the demand of energy storages.

Figure 2:

Visualization of existing and planned offshore wind sites with Google Earth Pro

The expected wind power conditions were analysed by several measured and
forecasted velocity data [9], [10] in combination with the parameters of existing
offshore wind turbines1. The wind speed time series were converted to wind power
time series according to the characteristic curve of reference machines. The result
shows a large concurrence and correlation of the single wind power injections in the
German Bight. It is evident that enduring strong wind as well as calm appears in the
whole region and therefore at all wind farm clusters at the same time. This is shown
with the combined density function of two wind farms in Figure 3. The most often
case with a relative frequency of 20 % is that both parks are feeding nominal power
to the grid, followed from zero power injection. Balancing the power injections of
different wind parks occurs only with regard to short term power fluctuations.
Therefore the grid connections have to be designed for the nominal power of all
connected wind farms in each cluster, the more so as in many cases the duration of
maximum power injection is greater than 24 hours.

1

In 2007 there are only two vendors of 5 MW offshore wind turbines in the market.
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Figure 3

Combined density function of two wind power injections P1 and P2

The degree of utilisation, the loss factor and the hours of full power equivalent are
further characteristic values obtained from the time series and displayed in Table 2.
They are essential to determine the effectiveness and the costs of power
transmission and depend on the characteristic curves and the hub altitude of the
reference machines.
Table 4:

Range characteristic values

Degree of utilisation

Hours of full power
equivalent

Loss factor

0.44 – 0.50

3,850 – 4,380

0.33 – 0.39

Influence of wind power and electricity trading on the 380-kV-onshore-grid
The interconnected transmission network of the UCTE [14] as it exists today was
designed to match local load demand with nearby large power plants. Therefore
power was transferred over relatively short distances, whereas long-distance power
exchange between neighboured networks was reserved to emergencies and
predetermined amounts of power.
The liberalized electricity market and the increase of wind power had lead to long
distance power exchange between low-price generation areas and high-price load
centres. This consequently resulted in more volatile and increased power flows
between different parts of the grid and therefore the appearance of bottle-necks. The
erection of huge wind farms in the North Sea far away from load centres in the south
will even intensify this problem especially due to the fluctuating power feed of the
wind farms.
Against this background a comprehensive model of the UCTE network and European
electricity market is required to analyse the future situation and to identify existing
and future bottle-necks. First steps in this direction have already been made in 2007
and a first, yet very simplified model of the German electricity market and the UCTE
grid were developed. Using this model, studies are necessary whether the today
existing 380-kV-grid is able to manage the centralized supply of the planned offshore
wind farms. Probably the erection of an additional overlay network is advisable to
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disburden the northern parts of the grid and secure a direct transfer of power to
European load centres.
Utilities are often unwilling to disclose details about their own system because of
sensitivity and security reasons. As an answer the so called Regions Model was
developed to match accurate power flow calculation with only a minimum of
information. Due to the fact, that the exact location of power plants and loads in the
grid is unknown, generation and consumption are calculated for several larger
regions, which are interconnected by transmission lines. This leads to a simplified
grid model with a considerable reduced number of knots. For Germany the postcode-areas as regions have proven to be practicable (compare Figure 4).

Figure 4

German post code regions and Overlay-Grid

Anyway, information about generated and consumed power in each region and the
interconnecting transmission lines has to be acquired. Therefore necessary
information is publicly available or was determined during the research.
In Germany the Federal Environment Agency has published a database which
contains different data about all German power plants with an installed power of
more than 100 MW [8]. Together with another database containing data for nearly all
German onshore wind mills [9], rather exact modelling of the German power
generation mix could be achieved.
For the calculation of regions loads, in a first step it is assumed, that the demand for
energy is proportional to the population density. [7] provides information about the
regional population of many countries in the world. Together with the load cycle for
whole Germany, published by the UCTE [12], this allows calculation of regional loads
weighted by population density. Because of the strong influence of energy
demanding industries, e.g. steel production, it has yet to be proven whether this
assumption is exact enough.
The information about the interconnecting transmission lines were gathered by the
analysis of published grid maps and satellite made photos with the software Google
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Earth Pro. By using this method it is possible to determine the length of the
transmission lines and by use of standard values also the impedances of the lines.
Hence all information needed for a grid model is available. Only the dispatch of the
thermal power plants has to be specified. For this, spot prices at European Energy
Exchange (EEX) are simulated by a yet simplified market model.
At spot markets, only variable costs determine the order of power plant dispatch.
Variable costs are dependent on fuel price and efficiency which in turn is dependent
on the type of power plant and its start of operation.
The so called Merit-Order shows the cumulated generation power sorted by variable
costs. Hence electricity price results of the intersection point with the actual demand,
which is nearly inelastic in respect of electricity prices. For this reason electricity price
is equal to variable costs of the most expensive dispatched power plant.

High
demand

Low demand

Gas / Oil
Hard coal
EEG

Nuclear

Lignite

Figure 5 Merit-Order of German power plants

Further results and an enhanced market model are expected for the second half
2008 and will probably be available with the next ForWind Annual Report.
Description and thermal modelling of possible GIL systems
The gas-insulted transmission line (GIL) is a transmission system based on co-axial
pipes of aluminium alloy, with the inner conductor at high voltage centred within an
outer earthed enclosure by solid insulators (see Figure 6). To ensure the insulation,
the space between the conductor and the enclosure is filled nowadays with an
insulating gas mixture of 80% nitrogen and 20% SF6 on a pressure of approx. 0.7
MPa. The characteristic diameter of one GIL tube for 400 kV is approximately 500
mm, whereas three tubes are needed to build one three phase electric system.

Figure 6
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Cross-section of a GIL
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The first GIL system of the so called first generation was installed in 1974 in the
German hydro pump storage plant in Schluchsee to connect the generator
transformer placed in an underground cavern with an overhead line at the surface.
Since that time the system is fully operational without any major problems. With the
objective of cost reduction the second generation GIL was developed in the nineties
and first built 2001 in Geneva replacing an overhead line by an underground route. A
cost reduction of nearly 50% compared to the first generation could be achieved by
the use of highly standardized GIL units combined with an automated welding
technique, an enhanced laying method and the use of a gas mixture instead of pure
SF6. Nevertheless, due to its still high costs compared to overhead lines, the use of
GIL is restricted to special applications.
Today several laying techniques could be used. For the use of GIL within electric
substations or power plants, it is commonly installed on steel structures above the
ground. Because of the visual impact of this laying method, it will not be used for long
distances or in urban areas. The fastest and most economical method for an
underground installation in rural areas is the directly buried GIL. Similar to pipelinelaying the single elements are preassembled in a preassembling tent near to the site
and then the GIL is continuously laid into an open trench. This method in the most
cases cannot be used in urban areas, because there is often not enough space
available to lay the GIL into an open trench. For this case the tunnel laid GIL may be
the more economical solution. Figure 7 shows examples for these three laying
methods.

Figure 7

Laying Methods: on a steel structure, directly buried and in a tunnel (from left to right)

The GIL produces due to its choice of material and the large diameter rather small
energy losses. There are no measurable losses within the insulation. The large
currents of up to some thousand amperes in a single inner conductor induce a
current in the enclosure that is of the same value but in opposite direction. Therefore
the outside magnetic field strength is very low. Additionally there is no electric field
outside the GIL because of its metallic well earthed outer tube. The losses of the
inner conductor are dissipated through free conduction to the enclosure. As the outer
hull provides a large surface to dissipate the heat, an efficient heat transfer is given.
The generated heat of the complete system has to be transported via conduction or
convection to the surrounding underground or air. Sufficient heat flow is necessary to
avoid destruction of the transmission system. Forced ventilation in a tunnel or special
heat-conducting soil can provide needed heat dissipation and possibly improve
transmission capacity. Since the inner stresses are very low and the used materials
are not subject to aging processes, a lifetime of more than 80 years can be expected.
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GIL provides a very high power capacity using conventional three-phase alternating
current. Several thousand MW are supported by a single three-phase system. A
technical comparison to other transmission lines gives an impression of the
performance of a GIL system. The two alternative transmission systems are one
overhead line and one XLPE cable with a diameter of 2500 mm2. The electrical
parameters are shown in the following table [13].
Table 1: Electrical parameters of transmission lines (380kV)

Overhead Line
4x264-AL1/34ST1A

GIL

XLPE cable
2XS(FL)2Y 1x...RM/50

180/160520/500

Diameter

mm2

1060

1600

2000

2500

6334/13579

Resistance R’

mΩ/km

27,3

15,6

12,9

10,8

9,42

Inductance L’

mH/km

0,81

0,6449

0,6226

0,5981

0,215

Capacitance C’

nF/km

14,2

205,1

228,4

245,9

54,45

Conductance G’

nS/km

17

64,4

71,8

77,2

0

MW

620

2574

2766

2929

2287

MVA

1790

1023,5

1137,3

1249,2

2073

Natural power
Pnat
Maximal power2
Sth

The different losses of these systems and the necessary reactive power as a function
of the actual current are shown in Figure 8. The reactive power of the GIL is
significant smaller than of the cable. Due to its large diameter, the losses are
somewhat smaller than the cable’s.

2

Thermal permissible power for continuous operation
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Figure 8:

Comparison of Transmission Lines

The calculated transmission capability by length is shown in Figure 9. The results are
calculated using a power-flow-program and without any reactive power
compensation. Clearly, as a single system, the GIL provides superior behaviour in
transmitting power over great distances.

Figure 9:

AC transmission capability of OHL, GIL and XLPE cables depending on transmission line
length
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The estimated offshore wind farm capacity will be far higher than a conventional
system could transmit. Researches of wind probability attest a full transmission
capacity for all the installed power. The gas-insulated transmission line (GIL) would
be electrically capable of transferring these vast amounts of energy over the given
long distances with low amounts of electrical losses or reactive power. Using GIL
gives the opportunity to transmit the power with a reduced number of systems
compared to XLPE cables over much longer distances without reactive power
compensation. Furthermore no huge converter stations are necessary and therefore
offshore platforms could get much smaller then by using DC transmission lines and
conventional three-phase technology could be applied. GIL provides a secure, safe
and long lasting transmission capability with an expected lifetime of 80 years
(approximately twice as long as that of a XLPE cable).
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7 Available Products
In the last report we have presented a list of applications and products, which are
based on our research. The amount of such products has increased considerably,
showing the sucessful transfer work achieved by ForWind:
With our contribution to the last Husum Messe, we have worked out a collection of
flyers, which we can now offer to interested customers. The flyer booklet can be
obtained from our ForWind office.
List of flyers:
•

Analysis and Forecast from Generator Shaft to Feed-in

•

Determination of Wind Turbine Power Curves by Stochastic Modeling

•

Increase in Preload of Bolts in Joints of Wind Turbine by Application of the DISC

•

GROW - Grouted Joints for Offshore Wind Turbine Structures

•

Sphere Anemometer

•

Fatigue Assessment of Support Structures of Offshore Wind Energy Conversion
Systems - Ring Flange Connections

•

Numeric Flow Simulation

•

Offshore Wind Energy

•

Offshore Windressources

•

Prognosis And Measurements Of Hydro Acoustic Emissions During OffshoreTurbine Erection

•

Tower Vibration Measurement

•

SHM-System for Structures

•

Safety Elements for the Design of Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete
Foundations

•

WaveLoads - Wave Loads for Simulation of OWEC Structures

•

Wind Energy Converters - Measurement - Analysis - Interpretation

•

Wind Tunnel Measurements

•

Wind Power Forecasts
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Schaumann, P.; Böker, C.: Tragstruktur – Lebensdaueranalysen
Prognoseverfahren, 5. Symposium Offshore-Windenergie Bauumwelttechnische Aspekte, 18. April 2007, Hannover, 2007
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Schaumann, P.; Böker, C.: Influence of wave spreading in short-term sea states on
the fatigue of offshore support structures at the example of the FINO1-research
platform, DEWEK 2006, Bremen, 2007
Schaumann, P.; Böker, C.: Aktuelle Entwicklungen bei der Betriebsfestigkeitsanalyse
von Tragstrukturen für Offshore Windenergieanlagen, 34. Tagung DVMArbeitskreis Betriebsfestigkeit, 10.+11. Oktober 2007, Wolfsburg, 2007
Schaumann, P.; Keindorf, C.; Kirsch, T.: Multiphysikalische Prozesskopplung am
Beispiel einer stumpf geschweißten und nachbehandelten Stahlplatte, Sysweld
2007
Schaumann,
P.;
Keindorf,
C.:
Steigerung
der
Lebensdauer
von
Schweißverbindungen durch UIT, Tagungsband 5. Gigawind-Symposium,
Offshore-Windenergie,
18.04.2007,
Leibniz
Universität
Hannover,
http://www.gigawind.de/
Schaumann P.; Wilke F.: Grouted Joints für Offshore-WEA, Tagungsband 5.
Gigawind-Symposium, Offshore-Windenergie, 18.04.2007, Leibniz Universität
Hannover, http://www.gigawind.de/
Schaumann, P.; Böker, C.: Influence of Local Joint Flexibilities on the Fatigue Life of
Lattice Offshore Structures, European Offshore Wind 2007, Berlin, 2007
Schulte, B., Hölling, M., Barth, S., Peinke, J., Development of a sphere-anemometer
for measuring wind velocities in the open air test site, DPG Frühjahrstagung des
Arbeitskreises Festkörperphysik, Regensburg, 26.03. - 30.03.2007
Sempreviva, Anna M., Rebecca Barthelmie, Gregor Giebel, Bernhard Lange and
Abha Sood, 2007, Offshore wind resource assessment in European Seas,
state-of- the –art. A survey within the FP6 "POW’WOW" Coordination Action
Project. Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 9, 11100, 2007, SRef-ID: 16077962/gra/EGU2007-A-11100.
Sood, Abha, Kay Suselj, 2007, Extreme Wind Statistics at the North Sea offshore site
FINO at different temporal resolutions, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 9,
09980, 2007, SRef-ID: 1607-7962/gra/EGU2007-A-09980.
Sood, Abha, Kay Suselj, Detlev Heinemann, 2007, Wind resource assessment in the
offshore and coastal domain of the German bight using high resolution validated
mesoscale simulations compared to the standard techniques, presented at
EWEC, 7th-10th May 2007, Milan, Italy.
Sood, Abha, Kay Suselj, 2007, Revisiting marine atmospheric boundary layer parameterisation: Validation over the North Sea 2004-2006 using FINO-1 data, 7th
EMS Annual Meeting, EMS7/ECAM8 Abstracts, Vol. 4, EMS2007-A-00684,
2007.
Sood, Abha, 2007, Measurement Data and Simulations for the Offshore Wind
Industry, in the Proceedings of the 52nd IEA Topical Expert Meeting, Berlin.
Stoevesandt, B., Steigerwald, C., Saxena, S., Shishkin, A., Peinke, J., Claus W.,
Direct numerical simulation of the turbulent flow around an airfoil using
spectral/hp method, 2. nationales PhD-Seminar der EAWE (Deutsche Sektion),
Hannover, 22.03. - 23.03.2007
Stoevesandt, B., Steigerwald, C., Shishkin, A., Wagner, C., Peinke, J., Analysing flow
structures around a blade using spectral/hp method and HPIV, The Science of
Making Torque from Wind, Lyngby, Dänemark, 28.08. - 31.08.2007
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Stoevesandt, B., Shishkin, A., Wagner, C., Peinke, J., 3D DNS of the flow around an
airfoil, EAWE, 3. PhD-Seminar of Wind Energy in Europe, Pamplona, Spanien,
10.10.-11.10.2007
Stresing, R., Hölzer, M., Knebel, P., Peinke, J. Active grids and stochastic analysis
of turbulence, iciam07 (GAMM), Zürich, Schweiz, 16.07. - 20.07.2007
Suselj, K., Sood, A., 2007, Measuring and modelling wind speed in the marine
atmospheric boundary layer, Oral presentation at the Global Atmospheric
Boundary Layer Study (GABLS) Workshop in Stockholm, Sweden 19-21 June
2007.
von Bremen, L., N. Saleck, and D. Heinemann (2007): Windleistungsvorhersage mit
Eigenvektoren, Deutsch Östereichisch Schweizerische Meteorologentagung
(DACH), Sept 2007, Hamburg. (oral presentation)
von Bremen, L., J. Tambke, and D. Heinemann, 2007: Variability of 25 GW Offshore
Wind Power - The German Scenario.,Poster at European Wind Energy Conference, EWEC 2007, Milan, Italy. (Poster Award)
von Bremen, L., V. Layec, K. Suselj, and A. Sood, 2007: Extreme Winds and Frequency of Strong Winds over the North Sea., Poster at European Wind Energy
Conference EWEC 2007, Milan, Italy.
von Bremen, L., N. Saleck, and D. Heinemann, 2007: A new Quality in Precise Offshore Wind Power Prediction. Poster at European Wind Energy Conference
EWEC 2007, Milan, Italy
von Bremen, L., N. Saleck, A. Sood, K. Suselj, T. Petroliagis and D. Heinemann,
2007: Single Wind Farm Power Forecasts by Combination of Meteorological
Mod-els. In Proc. of 2nd Conference "Wind Energy Market in Poland", Warsaw,
Poland, March 2007
von Bremen, L., Impact of increasing spatial Model Resolution on the Accuracy of
Wind Power Forecasts, 7th EMS / 8th ECAM, October 2007, San Lorenzo de El
Escorial, Spain. (poster presentation)
von Bremen, L., Renate Hagedorn & Thomas I. Petroliagis, Towards probabilistic
Wind Power Forecasting based on Ensemble Prediction Techniques, 7th EMS /
8th ECAM, October 2007, San Lorenzo de El Escorial, Spain. (oral
presentation)
Wächter, M., Nawroth, A., Peinke, J., Stochastic multiscale analysis and
reconstruction of time series of small scale turbulence, Workshop of Synthetic
Turbulence Models, Vilanova i la Geltru, Spanien, 29.11. - 30.11.2007
Wolken-Möhlmann, G., Barth, S., Peinke, J., Dynamic stall measurements for airfoils
iciam07 (GAMM), Zürich, Schweiz, 16.07. - 20.07.2007
Wolken-Möhlmann, G., Knebel, P. , Parniak, A., Grüneberger, R., Peinke, J.
Experimentelle Untersuchungen der dynamischen Auftriebsüberhöhung an
Rotorprofilen, 2. nationales PhD-Seminar der EAWE (Deutsche Sektion),
Hannover, 22.03 - 23.03.2007
Wolken-Möhlmann, G., Knebel, P., Peinke, J., Barth, S., Dynamic lift measurements
on an FX79W151A airfoil via pressure distribution on the wind tunnel walls, The
Science of Making Torque from Wind, Lyngby, Dänemark, 28.08. - 31.08.2007
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Wolken-Möhlmann, G., Peinke, J., Dynamic lift measurements on an FX79W151A
airfoil, EAWE, 3. PhD Seminar on Wind Energy in Europe, Pamplona, Spanien,
10.10. - 11.10. 2007
Zerbst, S., Reetz, J. and Rolfes, R.: Methoden zur Schadenserkennung an
Tragstrukturen von WEA. GIGAWIND-Symposium, University of Hannover,
April 2007

8.3 Book Contributions
Anahua, E., Barth, St. and Peinke, J. : Characterisation of the power curve for wind
turbines by stochastic modeling, in Wind Energy - Proceedings of the Euromech
Colloquium, eds. J. Peinke, P. Schaumann, St. Barth (Springer, Berlin 2007) p.
173 - 177
Barth, St., Böttcher, F. and Peinke, J. : Superposition model for atmospheric
turbulence, in Wind Energy - Proceedings of the Euromech Colloquium, eds. J.
Peinke, P. Schaumann, St. Barth (Springer, Berlin 2007) p. 115 -118
Böttcher, F., Peinke, J., Kleinhans, D. and Friedrich, R. :Handling systems driven by
different noise sources: implication for power curve estimations, in Wind Energy
- Proceedings of the Euromech Colloquium, eds. J. Peinke, P. Schaumann, St.
Barth (Springer, Berlin 2007) p. 179 – 182
Hölling, M., Barth, S., Peinke, J. and Rüdi, J.-D. : Anemometry in snow particle
flows, In Progess in Turbulence II, Springer Proceedings in Physics 109, eds.
M. Oberlack et.al. (Springer Berlin, 2007) p. 75
Rauh, A., Anahua, E. , Barth, S. and Peinke, J. : Phenomenological response theory
to predict power output, in Wind Energy - Proceedings of the Euromech
Colloquium, eds. J. Peinke, P. Schaumann, St. Barth (Springer, Berlin 2007) p.
153 -158
Schaumann, P.; Böker, C.; Rutkowski, T.; Wilke, F.: Tragstrukturen für
Windenergieanlagen, in: Stahlbaukalender (Band 2007), Abschnitt 8, Ernst &
Sohn, April 2007
Schaumann,
P.;
Böker,
C.:
Stählerne
Tragstrukturen
für
OffshoreWindenergieanlagen, Festschrift Rolf Kindmann, S. 53 – 67, Shaker, 2007,
ISBN 978-3-8322-6634-9
Stoevesandt, B., Peinke, J., Shishkin, A. and Wagner, C.: “Numerical simuation of
dynamic stall using spectral /hp method”, in Wind Energy - Proceedings of the
Euromech Colloquium, eds. J. Peinke, P. Schaumann, St. Barth (Springer,
Berlin 2007) p. 241 – 244
Suselj, K., A. Sood, V. Layec, L. von Bremen and D. Heinemann, 2007: Long-term
Variability of the Wind Resources and Wind Conditions over the North Sea. In
Status Report 2004-2007 of the Virtual Inst. of Energy Meteorology (vIEM).
(available under https://bi.offis.de/viem/tiki-index.php?page_ref_id=85)
Wessel, A., Peinke, J. and Lange, B. : Modelling turbulence intensities inside wind
farms, in Wind Energy - Proceedings of the Euromech Colloquium, eds. J.
Peinke, P. Schaumann, St. Barth (Springer, Berlin 2007) p. 253 - 256
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8.4 Other Publications
Zielke, W.; Schaumann, P.; Böker, C.: GIGAWINDplus: Jahresbericht 2006,
Hannover, 04/2007

9 Lectures at Universities
Heinemann, D.: Energy Meteorology (Wind) (lecture 5.06.203, Carl-von-Ossietzky
University Oldenburg, winter course 06/07)
Kulschewski, U.: Lab Small Wind Turbine (lecture 07, 5.06.407 Carl-von-Ossietzky
University Oldenburg, summer course 06/07)
Peinke, J.: Renewable Energies (seminar 5.04.450, Carl-von-Ossietzky University
Oldenburg, winter course 06/07)
Peinke, J., Barth, S.: Wind Energy I (lecture 5.06.201, Carl-von-Ossietzky University
Oldenburg, winter course 06/07 )
Peinke, J.: Wind Energy Special (lecture 5.06.202, Carl-von-Ossietzky University
Oldenburg, winter course 06/07 )
Peinke, J, Heinemann, D.: actual topics in wind energy (lecture 5.04.455, Carl-vonOssietzky University Oldenburg, winter course 06/07)
Schaumann, P.: Stability Problems (lecture), Leibniz Universität Hannover, Institute
for Steel Construction, Summer Semester 2007
Schaumann, P. et al.: Support Structures of Wind Energy Converters II, Course G41,
Postgraduate Studies Civil Engineering, Construction Engineering, Leibniz
Universität Hannover, Winter Semester 2006/07
Schaumann, P.: Tower and Foundation, Lecturer notes of the postgraduate studies
„Wind Energy - Technology and Management“, ForWind - Center for Wind
Energy Research of the Universities of Oldenburg and Hannover, 2007

10 PhD Theses
Anahua, E.: Stochastic analysis of wind turbine power curves, PhD Thesis, University
of Oldenburg, 2007

11 Diploma, Master and Bachelor Theses
Kirsch, T.: Experimental and Numerical Investigation of the Transient Temperature
Field of a Butt-Welding., Diploma Thesis, Leibniz Universität Hannover, July
2007
Mickley, M.: Fatigue Resistance of Welded Joints Considering Residual Stresses due
to Welding Process and Post Weld Treatment, Diploma Thesis, Leibniz
Universität Hannover, July 2007
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Lühning, J : Development of a Blade Element Model for Simulations of Turbulent
Wind Turbine Inflows, Diploma Thesis, Carl von Ossietzky University of
Oldenburg
Schulte, B.: Development and Investigation of the Dynamics of a Drag-Anemometer
for Applications in Wind Energy, Diploma Thesis, Carl von Ossietzky University
of Oldenburg

12 Invited Talks at Other Universities
Peinke, J., 25.01.2007 Wind Energy: Turbulence and its Impact on Wind Turbines /
System Science Colloquium, University of Osnabrück
Peinke, J., 20.03.2007 Mulitscale Analysis of Time Series in Turbulent Flows / Ecole
Normale Superieur de Lyon, France
Peinke, J., 03.05.2007 New Insights into Turbulence / Institute for Mathematical
Sciences and Department of Aeronautics, Imperial College, London, England
Peinke, J., 07.05.2007 Nonlinearities in Conversion of Wind Energy / Opening of the
Center for Nonlinear Science, University of Münster
Peinke, J., 05.06.2007 Turbulence and its Impact on Conversion of Wind Energy /
Energy Colloquium of fkWind, Bremerhaven University of Applied Sciences
Peinke, J., 03.07.2007 Sun, Water, Wind: Future Energies and Creator of
Employment? / public panel discussion, University of Oldenburg
Peinke, J., 04.07.2007 ForWind‘s Activities in Research and Further Education / GEGlobal Research, Garchingen
Peinke, J., 29.08.2007 New Insights into Turbulence / Niels Bohr Institute, University
of Copenhagen, Denmark
Peinke, J., 11.10.2007 Modern Wind Power - Challenges in Sciences / 32nd Physics
Teacher Training Course, University of Bayreuth
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13 List of ForWind Staff Members
Dr.-Ing. Khalid Abdel-Rahman

+49 (0) 511 762-2273

Institute of Soil Mechanics, Foundation
Engineering and Waterpower Engineering

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Martin Achmus

khalid@igbe.uni-hannover.de
+49 (0) 511 762-4155

Institute of Soil Mechanics, Foundation
Engineering and Waterpower Engineering

Edgar Anahua (M.Sc.)

achmus@igbe.uni-hannover.de
+49 (0) 441 798-3577

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

edgar.anahua@forwind.de

Dr. Stephan Barth

+49 (0) 441 36116 721

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

stephan.barth@forwind.de

Dagmar Battermann

+49 (0) 441 36116 720

ForWind Competence Center Oldenburg

dagmar.battermann@forwind.de

Jethro Betcke (M.Sc.)

+49 (0) 441 36116-735

Institute of Physics
Energy and semiconductor research

jethro.betcke@forwind.de

Dr. Lüder von Bremen

+49 (0) 441 36116-734

Institute of Physics
Energy and semiconductor research

lueder.vonbremen@forwind.de

Beate Clausing

+49 (0) 441 36116-720

ForWind Competence Center Oldenburg

beate.clausing@forwind.de

Jörg Dapperheld

+49 (0) 441 798-3577

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

jörgdapperheld@forwind.de

Dipl.- Geogr. Anja Drews

+49 (0) 441 798 3929

ForWind Competence Center Oldenburg

anjadrews@uni-oldenburg.de

Julia Gottschall

+49 (0) 441 798-3992

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

julia.gottschall@forwind.de
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Ulf Gräwe

+49 (0) 441 36116-736

Institute of Physics
Energy and semiconductor research

ulf.graewe@forwind.de

Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Grünberg

+49 (0) 511 762-3351

Institute of Concrete Construction

gruenberg@ifma.uni-hannover.de

Abderramahne Habbar

0511 / 762 - 4205

Institute of Fluid Mechanics and Computer
Applications in Civil Engineering

habbar@hydromech.uni-hannover.de

Dr. Detlev Heinemann

+49 (0) 441 798-3543

Institute of Physics
Energy and semiconductor research

detlev.heinemann@forwind.de

Rainer Helmer

0511 / 762 - 2862

Institute for Drive Systems and Power Electronics

helmer ial.uni-hannover.de

Dipl.-Phys. Michael Hölling

+49 (0) 441 798-3951

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

michael.hoelling@forwind.de

Dr. Jinhua Jiang

jinhua.jiang@forwind.de

Institute of Physics
Energy and semiconductor research

+49 (0) 441 36116-733

Dipl.-Phys. Moses Kärn

+49 (0) 441 36116-722

ForWind Competence Center Oldenburg

moses.kaern@forwind.de

Dipl.-Phys. Pascal Knebel

+49 (0) 441 798-3577

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

pascal.knebel@uni-oldenburg.de

Dr.-Ing. Martin Kohlmeier

+49 (0) 511 762-3709

Institute of Fluid Mechanics and Computer
Applications in Civil Engineering

kohlmeier@hydromech.uni-hannover.de

Dipl.-Ing. Thomas Kossel

+49 (0) 511 762 3711

Institute of Fluid Mechanics and Computer
Applications in Civil Engineering

Michael Langner

michael.langner@uni-oldenburg.de

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy
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kossel@hydromech.uni-hannover.de

+49 (0) 441 798-3577
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Dr.-Ing. Kerstin Lesny

+49 (0) 201 183-2853

Institute for Soil Mechanics, Foundation
Engineering, Rock Mechanics and Tunneling,
U Duisburg-Essen

Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Ludger Lohaus
Institute of Building Materials

kerstin.lesny@uni-essen.de

+49 (0) 511 762-3722
lohaus@baustoff.uni-hannover.de

Wided Medjroubi (M.Sc.)

+49 (0) 441 798-3007

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

wided.medjroubi@uni-oldenburg.de

Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Axel Mertens
Institute for Drive Systems and Power Electronics

Dipl.-Phys. Tanja Mücke

+49 (0) 511 762-2471
mertens@ial.uni-hannover.de
+49 (0) 441 798-3577

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

tanja.muecke@uni-oldenburg.de

Dipl.-Oec. Anneke Müller

+49 (0) 441 36116-723

ForWind Competence Center Oldenburg

anneke.mueller@forwind.de

Dipl.-Phys. Andreas Nawroth

andreas.nawroth@uni-oldenburg.de

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

+49 (0) 441 798-3577

Alexander Nobbe

+49 (0) 441 36116-731

ForWind Competence Center Oldenburg

alexander.nobbe@forwind.de

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Bernd R. Oswald
Institute of Electric Power Systems

+49 (0) 511 762-2801
oswald@iee.uni-hannover.de

Dipl.-Ing. Ara Panosyan

+49 (0) 511 762-2809

Institute of Electric Power Systems

panosyan@iee.uni-hannover.de

Dipl.-Ing. Agnieska Parniak

+49 (0) 441 798-3535

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

agnieska.parniak@forwind.de

Prof. Dr. Joachim Peinke

+49 (0) 441 798-3536

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

joachim.peinke@forwind.de

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Bernd Ponick

+49 (0) 511 762-2571

Institute for Drive Systems and Power Electronics
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Christian Rathke

+49 (0)511 7624412

Institute of Electric Power Systems

rathke@iee.uni-hannover.de

Dipl.-Ing. Johannes Reetz

+49 (0) 511 762-4393

Institute of Structural Analysis

j.reetz@isd.uni-hannover.de

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Raimund Rolfes
Institute of Structural Analysis

+49 (0) 511 762-3867
r.rolfes@isd.uni-hannover.de

Dipl.-Ing. Jörn Runge

+49 (0) 511 762-4412

Institute of Electric Power Systems

runge@iee.uni-hannover.de

Dr. Nadja Saleck

+49 (0) 441 36116-733

Institute of Physics
Energy and semiconductor research

nadja.saleck@forwind.de

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter Schaumann

+49 (0) 511 762-3781

Institute for steel Construction

schaumann@stahl.uni-hannover.de

Dipl.-Oec. Christoph Schwarzer

+49 (0) 441 36116-724

ForWind Competence Center Oldenburg

christoph.schwarzer@forwind.de

Elke Seidel

+49 (0) 441 36116-730

ForWind Competence Center Oldenburg

elke.seidel@forwind.de

Markus Siebert

+49 (0)511 762 2807

Institute of Electric Power Systems

siebert@iee.uni-hannover.de

Dr. Abha Sood

+49 (0) 441 36116-732

Institute of Physics
Energy and semiconductor research

abha.sood@forwind.de
+49 511 762-17212

Dipl.-Ing. Stefanie Steppeler
Institute for Steel Construction

steppeler@stahl.uni-hannover.de

Dipl.-Phys. Bernhard Stoevesandt
Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

bernhard.stoevesandt@forwind.de

Dipl.-Phys. Robert Stresing

+49 (0) 441 798-3007

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy
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+49 (0) 441 798-3577

robert.stresing@forwind.de
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Kay Suselj (M.Sc.)

+49 (0) 441 336116-732

Institute of Physics
Energy and semiconductor research

kay.suselj@forwind.de

Luis Vera Tudela

+49 (0) 441 798-3577

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

luis.tudela@forwind.de

Dipl.-Phys. Jens Tambke

+49 (0) 441 36116-736

Institute of Physics
Energy and semiconductor research

jens.tambke@forwind.de

Dipl.-Ing. Jens Wiemann

+49 (0) 201 183-2673

Institute for Soil Mechanics, Foundation
Engineering, Rock Mechanics and Tunneling,
U Duisburg-Essen

Dipl.-Phys. Gerrit Wolken-Möhlmann
Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

jens.wiemann@uni-due.de

+49 (0) 441 798- 3007
gerrit.wolken-moehlmann@forwind.de

Dipl.-Ing. Stephan Zerbst

+49 (0) 511 762-43938673

Institute of Structural Analysis

s.zerbst@isd.uni-hannover

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Werner Zielke

+49 (0) 511 762-3567

Institute of Fluid Mechanics and Computer
Applications in Civil Engineering

Dipl.-Phys. Norbert Zacharias

zielke@hydromech.uni-hannover.de
+49 (0) 441 798- 3007

Institute of Physics
Hydrodynamics and wind energy

norbert.zacharias@uni-oldenburg.de

13.1 Associated Staff Members
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Werner Richwien

+49 (0) 201 183-2857

Institute for Soil Mechanics, Foundation
Engineering, Rock Mechanics and Tunneling,
U Duisburg-Essen

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Martin Kühn

werner.richwien@uni-essen.de

+49-(0)711 685-8258

Endowed Chair of Wind Energy at the Institute of
Aircraft Design, University of Stuttgart
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